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CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS

After May 3, 1964

U. S. $1. 00 = Won 255
Won 1, 000 = U. S. $3. 92
Won 1, 000, 000, 000 = U. S. $3, 921, 569

Prior to May 3, 1964

U. S. $1.00 = Won 130
Won 1,000 = U. S. $7. 69
Won 1, 000, 000, 000 = U.S. $7, 692, 308
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BASIC DATA

Area 38,426 sq. miles
of which cultivated 8,033 sq. miles

Population (1962 census) 26.3 million
Annual Growth 2.6 - 2.9/Z

Gross National Product (1963, billion won) 366,
Anniinl -rqtp nf growth (1901-19641 L-25
Per capita income US$70

Total Available Resources (1963, billion won) 414

Gross fixed capital formation 12.2%

Government Finances (billion won)

1961 1962 1963

Total revenue 32.6 U1.7 51.6
-,-%r 0 1.0 a rnUurreu ex-rendiurse )1U 4y u u >).u

of which defense (16.2) (20.5) (21.0)
Current account deflict 7u .2 .4
Capital expenditure 19.0 27.5 27.2

Total deficit eo.e eoo
U.S. Aid 20.7 25.3 25.9
Residual deficit > 9.2 2.7

Balance of Payments (US$ million)

1961 1962 1963

Exports & sales to U.N. Forces 120.6 139.5 145.1
Laports 312.7 428.4 547.4

of which U.S. aid imports (193.8) (227.6) (a9.4)
Other current transactions (net) 18.3 35.2 51.3
Current account balance -173o0 -253.7 -351.0

Public grants 223.6 209.9 226.9
Other capital movements -0.7 -2.6 6o.7
Net increase (-) in assets -47.5 50.0 64.1
Errors and omissions -1.6 -3.6 -0.7

Money Supply (1960 = 100)
March

1961 1962 1963 1964
3 IT 170 175

Wholesale Price Index (1960 = 100)

1961 1962 1963
113 12147 -17



Summary and Conclusions

i ("tnPrq1 Pqrk Chung HeeP the leader of the milit_qry innta whinh
had seized power in May 1961, was elected President by a narrow margin
in nlecernber HQ6 J-4i pary,the DenmTc rnaic Republ-lica-n Pa-+rty ,Z siale ton
fill 110 out of 175 seats in the Assembly. Upheavals marked the Government's
fiveiC+. ci- rn% Il im wereNn sT1anitr -_n the1! GoeNr"yn+ts attemp+.

to normalize relations with the former colonial ruler Japan, but had their
deeper cWUSC in Wkoua+- +Iatinn1i,- s- 4- -4- spit T- 4+-

vigorous efforts by the Koreans and large U.S. aid totalling $2.8 billion

been small and urban unemployment and impoverishment appear to be increasing.

policies.

ii. The economic difficulties of South Korea have their origin partly
in the separation from the Northern part of the country and the destruction
by the Korean war. Long years of inflation and considerable misdirection of
investet, have Led to a dstorted economic structure, marked by over-capacity
in many lines of activity and an excessive reliance on net imports. In 1963
foreign exchange earnings covered only 2o of imports. The current account
deficit amounted to over 1% of GNP. But in spite of the inflated demand
for goods and services during this year, there was widespread under-utilization
of capacity.

iii. Yet, when the military government acceded to power in May 1961
it did not concentrate in the first place on the correction of the large
dependence on foreign assistance. Through the adoption of a hastily
composed and over-ambitious five-year plan it tried to lay the foundation
for an industrialized economy. As a short-term remedy for the stagnation
caused by a preceding too stringent stabilization attempt it resorted to
a large injection of purchasing power. The result has been some.acceleration
of the grotth rate in GNP to somewhat over W/U and a rise in fixed capital
formation from 12 to 1% of GNP. These results were, however, overshadowed
by a resurgence of the inflation of the fifties. In three yearsf time the
money supply went up by 75% and prices doubled. In spite of a continued
large flo- of U.S. aid, the country's external solvency was weakened by a
large drawdown of foreign assets and the acceptance of substantial short-
term liabilities.

iv. Lfforts to stabilize the situation in 1963 were successful in
reducing the fiscal deficit, but were not sufficient to prevent a large
rise in credit to the private sector. The effect of this expansion on
the money supply was largely neutralized by a drawdown of net exchange
reserves - from $121 million to $48 million, as imports rose to a record
level. Nevertheless, the inflationary climate led to greatly increased
domestic demand, so that prices were pushed up by 30% in the year.
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ve LlU4 yu ti ite S t ab 011 a t LUi U- 1-1 e- 1r, becameIi mmore~ efCc-ie DftV

budget for 1964 further reduced the Governmentts need for resorting to
bank credit. Tight ceilings were imposed on ban crit to te 0rivate
sector, and measures were taken to help direct credit towards sound
purposes. Severe restrictions were placed on imports In oruer to kep
the further draw-down on exchange reserves within reasonable limits.
.Ln oIe Uirst Mew mon1ons o1 iyou creLt expansion was sua.LL. ImpurtUs
were below the 1963 level and permitted a small rise in reserves.
nowever, a serious drop in coniduence during r1arcu and April lU to
widespread speculative inventory purchases of grains and a dangerous
acceleration in1 te plik rie U hicdUL sitUU.uin apDeared I-5illen
and the Government was forced to advance its devaluation plans originally
scheduled Lor the Lall. on May ), the won was aevaLued from 130 to 255
to the U.S. dollar.

vi. After the devaluation, prices initially jumped by about 10% but
since then the price index has remained stable, at least temporarily. As
far as public finance is concerned, the devaluation should make it possible
for the Government to attain an overall surplus in 196 because of sub-
stantially higher counterpart proceeds. A supplementary budget currently
under preparation will be a further indication of the Government's deter-
mination to restore financial stability. The immediate effect of the
devaluation on exports will certainly be favorable and the official
target of 0105 million may be exceeded. However, it would be rash to
say that the fight for stabilization has been won. Korea has experienced
only the first hints of austerity and the crucial test still lies ahead.
There will be strong demands for credit expansion to finance the local
currency component of investments underway and for higher government
salaries, which have not been increased since 1961. Expansion of public
revenue will be essential to satisfy such demands without a recurrence
of inflation and, in the longer run, to bring about the increase in
domestic savings which is urgently needed.

vii. The net inflow of capital in the next few years from U.S. aid,
Japan and other sources will probably not exceed about "220 million.
If full use is made of the possibilities of import substitution and a com-
prehensIve export drive is undertaken, it may be possible to bring the
resource gap to 4 240-26o million in the next year or so. Part of the gap of
4Pu-4u mLlion can, for Tne time being, be filled by some further drawiAng
on exchange reserves. But these are already low, and additional low
.inUeJsu _Uan±s or grants w1j- be requirea. orea is not eligible now
for Bank loans and, in view of the need for large capital inflows for
years to come, is unlikely to become creditworthy for bank loans in the
near future. In terms of need Korea is an unquestionable claimant for

Vf crediS, but, e last Zume sucn assistance was consiaerea, in late
1962, performance, especially with regard to monetary stability
and allocation of resources, was considered inadequate.

viii. Since then, there have been improvements in performance. Since
early 1964 strenuous efforts have been made to correct the financial
imoalance. A beginning has been made in ensuring a better allocation
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of investment resources. But the financial and economic situation is
as yet unsettled and the political scene disturbed. Government action

in Lhe next several months with regard to the supplementary budget,
export promotion and credit control should be watched closely before
a final decision is made.



rkGUIENI T ftUUi'IVL POSiTIM Pdbi D ?ROOPETS,z OF

THE ?6?UbLIC U1 AURtA

1. The Political and Social Background

1. After long years of Japanese occupation, from 1910 to 1945, Korea
emerged a divided country, the Northern part under communist domination
and the South trying to function within a democratic framework. Soon after
the establishment in the South of the Republic of Korea, the Korean war
broke out which devastated the country and led to a huge loss of human
life. The people of the South, despite massive American aid, have faced
enormous obstacles in creating an industrial base in a primarily agricul-
tural country that is one of the most densely populated in the world. The
country's problems have been aggravated by the lack of political experience
and the inability of the people to pull together.

2. The degree of political disunity was demonstrated again in last
faIl's election campaign. Opposition leaders, bitterly fighting General
Park amd the military group which had seized power by coup d'etat in
May 1961, were unable to unite and agree on a common campaign. The elections
were won by Park, who became President, and his Democratic Republican Party
(DRP), which filled 110 out of 175 seats in the Assembly. Impressive as
these victories were, they cannot be regarded as an assurance of reasonable
political stability. Park won by a very narrow margin and the DRP, though
emerging as the strongest political party among several, fell far short of
a majority of the votes.

3. The amended constitution now in force isolates, to the extent
possible in a democratic system, the executive from the vagaries of
factionalism, by giving the President and the Cabinet under the Prime
Minister substantial power. Constitutionally, they are therefore in a
position to exercise the unifying leadership which the country needs.
The task before the Government is enormous, and the outcome is still doubt-
ful. Upheavals marked the Government's first six months in office.
Student demonstrations attained a degree of intensity and bitterness,
reminiscent of events culminating in Rhee's ouster in 1960. They were
finally suppressed by strong police action and the declaration of martial
law for Seoul. Discord within the DRP led to the resignation of the
Cabinet in May and of the controversial party chairman and former head
of tne junta's CIA, Kim Chong Pil, shortly afterwards.

4* Student demonstrations were the most vocal expression of the
population's deepening malaise, arising out of economic failures at home
an t thrat of renewed domination by Japan. rrobably an important

factor in the popular unrest is the attraction of some kind of rapproche-
n+i Nt maU' iLLme rL 1dUUDZura resources and apparently

more successful economically than the South. It is impossible to assess
the stre--th of this attr aUo. However, it Would b unrealistic to
disregard its presence and the pressure which it All bring on the Govern-ment with rep.-ectton its y1ngotiation with, Japan_ and iL -c-oi poliies
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5. Negotiations with Japan about the re-establishment of diplomatic
relations have been dragging on for ten years. The junta finally carried
them to the threshold of successful conclusion because it saw in the settlement
of Korea's financial claims a way of counteracting the effect of declining
U.S. aid on the economy and expected from the inflow of private capital and
technical know-how considerable support for Korea's industrial development.
By early 1964, most issues were settled, including agreement on the amount
to be paid by Japan in grants and loans over ten years. The only major issue
outstanding related to Japanese fishing rights off the Korean coast. Even
here a solution was in sight. However, then the student demonstrations
began and the Korean Government suspended the negotiations. Because of the
continuing suspension a final settlement before the end of the year does
not seem likely.

6. Korea's difficult economic conditions are the most immediate
source of frustration, especially among the urban population. Despite the
expansionary policies of the military government, unemployment has remained
high - over 15% of the labor force. There has been some improvement of
living conditions in rural areas. But higher real incomes there were largely
achieved through disproportionate price increases of farm products and thus
were primarily at the expense of the urban population, to whom acceleration
of industrial development brought little relief of unemployment, partly
because of its capital-intensive nature, partly because many of the new plants
were located outside the main urban centers. Whatever relief there has been,
has come mainly from rapidly rising production from existing facilities. ind
these gains as well as the prospect of further gains are now being endangered
by the threat of curtailed production and investment resulting from restrictive
policies necessary to restore financial stability. It is only natural that
these prospects should generate widespread apprehension and tiat opposition
to the Government should flare up, although alternative solutions are not
being offered and in fact do not exist.

7. There is clearly no responsible alternative to the basic direction
of the Government's policies with regard to the country's economic and
financial policies as well as towards normalization with Japan. It is, there-
fore, encouraging to note that the Government's position appears to have been
strengthened by recent changes in the Cabinet and the DR and that it has
so far not substantially modified its policies under the pressure of popular
opposition. If the Government continues to stand firm, it may eventually
be able to convince the population that the task it is undertaking will have
to be carried out by the country, irrespective of the Government of the day.



II. The Econom ic SettinE

Economic Growth and Structural Problems

8. 1.hen the war ended in 1953, South Korea lay prostrate. Its
J.LiIO I4 ~ L4 V J Ll. U.uLVILL.L_LQa-LJUJ±;L0Ln r,U0QJv Ct a LLCUCu UJ a..--J

of refugees from the North. Moreover, with the war all hope had vanished
U11a.U Lk, ik1LLJL±U soonk be u~e nV1sS-U Lz; £UVi re U1t AlJtd aLIU W Ut::L iu Ae U-i-VJ1O3-Oi1

of the peninsula's economy which separated the South from the industrial
r awv i mi±D rcls ea.-WY- indus trY- prOuuCts,) al[iL-Pl Myu-vu drL)-t% c U pl.k U Wer 'd
markets in the North. Thus the urgent task of restoring production in
outh nurca vo a ±tve. wie:t t could sustain an enlarged and rapidly
growing population, was complicated by the need to make a beginning in
building an integrated economy for the South alone. Acnievement of this
task required resources far beyond Korea's means, especially as a large
army of some O,OGG men at a cost of about T70 of Gu.t was being maintained
to prevent a recurrence of aggression from the North.

9. In view of these tremendous obstacles, achievements since 1953
have been remarkable. Vigorous efforts on the part of Korea and economic
aid by the United States, totalling some $2,800 million in 1953-63, raised
ON? by over 505 during the decade, or on the average by L.57 a year.
Important structural changes occurred in the economy. Agricultural
production diminished in relative importance, while secondary industry almost
tripled its output, giving Korea more nearly the complexion of an industrial-
ized country. Heavy investment helped overcome bottlenecks in infrastructure.
These achievements are all the more striking because the country had to
struggle against the constraints of a lack of administrative, managerial,
and technical skills which was the legacy of 40 years of Japanese domination
and which Korea strived to overcome through a determined education effort.
The fruits of this effort are now becoming apparent. 16% of the present
adult population had at least a high school education; and 25% of the
population above 5 years of age are currently in school, including about
150,000 students at colleges and universities; illiteracy is practically
non-existent among the younger generation.

10. However, these creditable achievements are overshadowed in
considerable measure by the fact that the structure of the economy which
was created during this ten-year period suffers from serious defects - most
notably from large over-expansion in several lines of production and a
heavy built-in dependence on a continued net inflow of aid. Both of these
are closely associated with the inflationary climate which prevailed during
most of the decade and the very long lags in the adjustment of the exchange
rate to the rises in the price level. Between 1953 and the late fifties,
fiscal deficits and increases in bank credit to the private sector typically
expanded money supply by 50% a year, and prices soared correspondingly. The
cause of this unstable financial situation lay in the very low level of public
and voluntary private savings. Yet the inflationary financing employed
as the remedy for breaking through the constraint of inadequate saving,
while helping the economy undertake fixed investment at 11% of GNP, also
served to perpetuate this fundamental problem. It created an inflationary
psychology with an attendant high relative level of consumption. Gross
domestic savings remained around 3% of GNP (less than one-fourth of fixed



investment), hardly sufficient to cover the depreciation of the capital
stock.1 The counterpart of internal imbalance was a large current
deficit of the balance of payments, remaining at some 300 million a year,
equivalent to 81 of GNP (more nearly around 12% of GNP, if a realistic

exchange rate is used).

11. Imbalances of such magnitude are, of course, not altogether
surprising, considering the country?s abject poverty in the years imme-

diately following the Korean war. Moreover, by enabling the economy to
expand its productive base, they might have paved the way to achievement

of conditions in which growth was compatible with a more stable internal
financial situation and a lesser degree of dependence on external aid.
However, this did not occur. One reason was that successive Governments
vere unable or unwillinf to comoress the high relative level of consurription.
The second, and more fundamental reason, was that the productive structure
it-1f. nrimarily in manufacturing. canme to reflect the effects of prolonged
financial instability. Over most of the 1950's, the internal financial

+.ItInt.in n ImzZ1h thnt. if-F mnPii+-qinrd nn qrtifiiallv hir:h level of domestic
demand and that, for the producer, ample credit was available at negligible
or no real cost. A+ +.he -nm +im. hPrnnP +.hp GrvPrnmPnt refuiqd to adiust
the exchange rate to the continuing rapid loss of purchasing power of the
locaql curny ot,inc ludAing"ahnr n a~ aeil,wr
available at far less than real cost. Roughly estimated, the official
nX I n ,. +p Alv v- ., + 1,- i ~ - i ^A vs n."a1lir ccn m i t-',rmnvrp +1)-nr hn I f' +3P

real cost of foreign exchange. Moreover, for the very reason that the
ofrficial exClhWnge rate was too low, foreign exchange was availa 1 inaml
quantity because the United States felt committed to provide aid in sufficient

through the sale of aid goods would cover a reasonable part of Korean military
exp LU 'i ±1 W Li-L LL',y ctUUJ±.J-I.LUj L uo-. ±.0 ... J ISj9 ±

which were bound to warp the industrial structure, unless there was proper
guiuance v ' ine v tument by men o 'Lue r nhan11 LAIU ZrI±ly m LVu1Q av. e V 1 Vka

was.not the case. Partly as a reflection of the Government's intention of
builuing a maret-yype ecoiny anu partly by auZ:inisrative dCfult, there
was little, if any, control over the direction of investment, save by the

Pro .. moiU ±ve. ±ll ±±t J U cJ.L u- u~ .~. iluo V .Luvl.lu .- "I 1idJ4.LL OAL.. UU.- U-'5..V

became geared to inflated demand, rising domestic prices, and artifically
Low cost of inputs, primarily those ofrf±gu ur±g±i, T_ vonor wJuo, U-1u---

neath the overt manifestations of financial imbalance - most noticeably low
domestic savings, and a large current deficit of the balance of paymesU -

there were effects on the productive structure which made maintenance of
production and growth contingent upon the continuation of infiation at nome

ifThe level of domestic savings in Korea is, of course, strongly influenced
by the large current expenditures required to maintain the defense
establishment and by the consequent large amount of U.S. assistance.
For purposes of more general comparability one might regard about half of
Korea's defense outlays as a kind of external service for which a
corresponding amount of U.S. aid was compensation. If this approach is
adopted and some adjustment is made for the unrealistic exchAnge
rate, domestic savings were about 6% of GP.



and the availability of foreign exchange at far less than real cost. As
reeards the latter. the economy became dependent on imorted raw materials
requiring about 2230-250 million (roughly one-third of manufacturing
output). These imorts are in addition to those of food (about US0 million
in normal crop years), fertilizer (P50 million) and spare parts. In the
absence of exnorts sufficient to cover more than 1-2t% of these recuire-
ments, and with a productive structure that was not conducive to increasing
excorts ranidlv. maintenance of the economy became conditional unon the
continuing inflow of large amounts of aid in the form of commodities.

12. The resultant rigidities were demonstrated when in 1957 the
Government. under agreement with the United 1t.n ii. unche a N stbilian
tioh program. Efforts to redress the financial imbalance by austere

niclnl ijP._ and retitosonrivnt+p cH eae fetv
towards the end of 1958. They succeeded in attaining approximate stability

of domestic r-ces Gross domestic j-" sj-me from _,I- of -"--i
1953-58 to 6% in 1959-60. The current deficit of the balance of payments
was yrducedo by-i one-+-thr, andit ecame posil to cuT.. nir AP fnn

330 million annually to 2230 million. However, stabilization was achieved
at, a high nrice in tPrm- of uriledow+-h ionnomic activity soed
down sharply and the growth of GNP (at constant prices) came almost to a

in production to come to a standstill. Manufacturers were unable to switch
from the Hometic market.% n. rnanrt -n, laiA 1 ne capactio idle. As a
result, incomes--and consunption--were depressed much further than would
have been necessary for attainin internal financial stabilitv and reducin
the deficit on the current account of the balance of payments, if trowth
had been sustained, i.a., by increasing production for exnorts.

13. To some extent, these adverse effects of stabilization ere
undoubtedly caused by the speed cith which the progran was nut into
effect and which left little time for Droper adiustment. However. thav also
served to underscore the fact that an economy was oeing created that was
not capable of sustained growth. They showed that the road towards
mobilizing greater resources for investment and, therefore, towards
accelerated growth was blocked. Internally, there was the existence of
over-capacity in many fields and the consequent dependence of a large
nart of the economy on inflated demand, the removal of which threatened
loss of production and thus the very opposite of growth. Externailly, the
economy depended on a large net inflow of imorts for maintninins existing
levels of production which domestic producers were apparently unable to
reduce by selling more abroad. Aainst the Prosnect of a decline in totAl
foreign aid, this inflexibility did not augur well for the charces of
increasinr imports of capital goods and thus of accelerating growth.
nEven more importantly, this inflexibility was bound to become a threat
even to maintaining existing oroduction should the amount. f aid aijlnhi,
for financing commodity imports decline, even if no reduction in total
aid (grants and roiert loans) aVailable to Kea trn irNlwe



The Five-Year Economic Develowment Plan, 962-6o

14. The military Government, coming to po7er at the height of
economic stagnation in Iay 1961, did not recognize the constraints which
the structural imbalances, that had become so clearly visible in the
preceding period, imposed on the attainable pace of growth. It put
expansion in the forefront of its policies. As a short-term remedy, it
resorted to the injection of purchasing poier. For the longer term, it
announced the adoption of a Five-Year Economic Development Plan to begin
in January 1962.

15. Following the Government's directive, the Plan projected an
increase of 41% for GNP between the base year, 1960, and 1966; annual
growth rates were to rise from . in 1962 to 8.3% in 1966. On this
basis and in conjunction with an estimated overall capital: output
ratio, total investment required over the five-year period was calculated
at won 320 billion ( d2,500 million). ZA.ttainment of this target presupposed
that annual investment would increase by 10$ between 1960 and 1966.

16. In its financial aspects, the plan made extremely optimistic
assumptions about attainable domestic savings, the growth of export
earnings, and available foreign financing. During the plan period, the
increases in investrent outlays over the 1960 level were to correspond to
three-quarters of the projected rise in G1P. The plan recognized that
financing investment of such magnitude would place an unbearable burden
on Korea's domestic resources and assumed that foreign sources would provide
aid equivalent to 58% of total investment, or W1,425 million. f;evertheless,
financing of the remaining investment out of domestic resources implied a
marginal savings ratio of 60%. This meant that private consumption per
capita would be held below the 1960 level over most of the plan period.

17. In its investment aspects, the plan, while attaching high
priority to measures designed to raise productivity and incomes in agri-
culture, placed its main emphasis on the develonment of power, coal and
other energr sources, the provision of an adeauate infrastructure, and
the expansion of key industrial facilities ao foundations for an advanced
industrial economy. As a practical guide to investnent, the program was
seriously deficient. Around a core of much-needed projects, so many less
essential and dubious schemes had been clustered, that a consistent set
of basic policy decisions about the direction of growth and about Driorities
was no longer discernible. The impression was given that the Government
wanted the economy to move in all directions at once and at a uniformly
high speed. Altogether, execution of the plan seemed more likely to
perpetuate than to correct the structural defects of the economy.

18. In the form in which it was published, the Plan raised the
prospect of a very strong strain on Korea's material resources and an
over-loaded administrative and financial machine. The following analysis
is concerned mainly with appraising developments during the first two
years of the plan period and subsequent efforts to control and correct
the extreme financial imbalances created during these years.
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III. The Current Economic Position

Gross National Product

19. The Five-Year Economic Developnment Plan had projected that

grow at an accelerating pace and. that in 1963 GNP would be 12.6% above

prices) was 13" higher than in 1960. As population was estimated to have

about 1% a year.

Growth of GNP
At Constant 1961 Prices

(In percent)

1961 1962 1963
Actual Plan Actual Plan Actual Plan

Agriculture, Fish, Forestry 9.2 3.2 -9.1 >.3 2.3 5.5
M,ining, Manufacturing 2.6 -1.7 16.3 11.2 14.7 13.8
Construction 12.U 11.2 7.5 10.7 10.0 10.0
Power, Transport, Comm. 9.5 5.4 11.3 22.6 9.5 14.6
Other Services -2.2 -4.6 7.7 1.6 4.2 2.0

GNP 3.8 -0.1 2.8 5.7 5.9 6.4

20. The performance of agricultural output presented a notable
exception from the general trend of growth in the economy. Adverse meather
conditions explain largely, if not entirely, why output rose by only 1.3%
over the three-year period. The slow growth of agricultural output had
important consequences for the sectoral pattern of growth which deviated
significantly from the forecast. Whereas it had been calculated in the
plan that the directly productive sectors - agriculture, fisheries,
forestry, mining, and manufacturing - would expand output by 18% in 1960-63
and contribute over 70 of the projected increase in GNP, the actual
increase was only 12/ and accounted for less than one-half of the total
growth of GNP. In contrast, construction and service industries, by
growing 15%, contributed much more to the total increase in G71P than their
target of 28%, namely, 55%.

21. The more rapid growth of construction and services should.be seen
in the context of the inflationary conditions and the substantial increases
in imports during these years which were reflected in speculative building,
greatly increased spending on personal services and the accrual of infla-
tionary profits in trade. The fact that increased incomes in these lines
loomed so large in the overall expansion, casts some doubt on the solidity
of the achievement embodied in the growth of GNP in 1961-63. These doubts
are reinforced by the fact that the large expansion of manufacturing
production and the slow growth of agricultural output entailed a rapid
increase of maintenance imnorts which the economy seems unlikely to be
able to sustain at the prospective level of exchange earnings and foreign
aid availahl for financing maintenqnce imnorts.



22. The expansionist policies of the military Government during its
first two years in office were reflected in very large increases of GNP
in current prices - 17r in 1961 and. 1962, 30 in 1963. It is, however,
si2nificant that the pattern of sectoral grouth in current prices differs
notably from that in real terms, because of a very substantial shift in
the internal terms of trade in favor of agriculture and to the detriment
of manufacturing and. mining. The improved position of agriculture
resultPd lnr'lv from r1ibrnte Govprnmnt noliev designed to reverse

the deterioration that had occurred in the late 1950's, but was aided by
temporary qhortapq and end intive nurchns. of irriculturnl nroducts.

23.Asaresui1t_ real inrenp frn'm arcluerosep bv 1,1 over the.
three-year period, while output grew only 1.3%. Even when allowance is
TnAe fnrth fh clre" mc-r,n- + totrnAe Uhinl n'Th non, ±.nC inth

official statistics, the farm population by end 1963 undoubtedly enjoyed a some-
wh za 4-n- litr - +.Ti ., in 1 ,r. - on nt-nn

from mining and manufacturing by end 1963 had risen only by 12.6,, or one-

appears to have groin at least by 6% a year (for Seoul the annual increase

semstob as mIuch± as 1_j, ± CY_L jajua a ,± ya.ca±l-

to have declined markedly over the last three years. The repercussions
Ilavu r geceunluy bee f u wa U o tbec-Ks ov urbaU U n une t uu.

-g.L L UL±

414. Agriculture, 1 V111J1.I VLL t UVt'.L lid-LI Uilu p1JU_Ui _U01 U.1.L-t-LULY

depends for its livelihood, is Korea's largest economic sector,
contributing roughly one-trd ol k"r. in the struggLe fUr grou U
out.ut, basic obstacles on the road towards a;ricultural development
have so far proved. stronger than the energy and. vigor of the individual
farmer. The principal difficulties of Korean agriculture lie.in the
small size or the average farm (less than two acres), the poor qualiTy of
the soil and the large variations in rainfall which, in the absence of
dependable irrigation facilities on almost nalf or tne paddy area, strongly
influence the crops of rice and other grains...

25. Well conceived and directed Government assistance to overcome
these obstacles has been wanting during most of the past decade3 e.g.,
the dissipation of large irrigation funds under the Rhee regime became a
national scandal. Moreover, efforts to broaden the base of reliable
knowledge about the characteristics of Korean agriculture have lacked in scope
and determination. As a result, growth of output has been slow, averaging
some 2.8, ) over the past decade, hardly sulficient to keep pace with the
increase in population and to reduce the economy's dependence on large
imports of foodstuffs. Even in good crop years about 500,000 tons of grains

are still being imported and following poor crops such as those in 1962
and 1963, imports of grains have run well over one million tons. During
the last three years, houever, the Government has greatly increased its
attention to the problems of agriculture. Usurious farm debt has been
refunded and institutional credit increased considerably. The supply of
fertilizer, from imports and production of Korea's first urea plant,
reached a record level of 350,000 tons in nutrient elements in 1963, and
consumption per acre rose to 70 kg, only one-third short of consumption
in Japan and substantially above average consumption in the region.
Moreover, distribution of fertilizer, pesticides, and improved seeds was
reorganized to assure delivery on time and more extension officers were
sent into the field.
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26. In addition, efforts have begun to be made to diversify the
cropping pattern. With substantial Government subsidies, large numbers
of mulberry trees are being planted under a program designed to increase
the production of silk for export. Tobacco is being pushed as a remunerative
cash crop. And a few thousand head of cattle have been imported to serve
as the basis for improving domestic livestock.

27. If adjustments are made for the effects of bad weather on the rice
crop of 1962 and the grain crop of 1963, the increase in agricultural output
has been encouraging. The rice crop in 1961 and 1963 was, on the average,
l7/ above the 1957-59 level, and yields were up by 14%. Similarly, for
summer grains,output was 21'% higher and yields 19%. Production of potatoes,
responding to an increase in acreage and better varieties, went up by 401.

28. Thus, barring the incidence of adverse u:eather, one may expect
some acceleration of the growth of agricultural output. However, despite
some basic improvement in agricultural conditions, it would be unrealistic
to predict that growth will quickly accelerate to rates above the recent
trend. The main problems lie with the Government which has so far not
been able to establish a satisfactory approach to the development of
agriculture and even less organize itself for efficiently tackling the
major possibilities for increasing agricultural output. For instance,
substantial increases in output could result from a better balanced
fertilizer mix which would avoid the current excessive emphasis on
nitrogen. However, this potential must remain dormant as long as the
Government is unable to give the necessary guidance. Another case in point
is upland reclamation which according to tentative estimates offers the
opportunity of opening up one million acres (20% of the presently cultivated
area) for non-irrigated cultivation of grains and various cash crops. In
this case the impression is that the Government has not yet focused its
attention on the task of training, sunervision and orovision of supporting
services that will have to be accomplished if the undertaking is not to
result merely in the creation of denuded and heavily eroding hillsides.

29. Tn nnnt-i1i.inn- t.here seesn ton lipaconnidperabpetptntial for
increasing agricultural output. Apart from upland reclamation already
mentioned. there is the nossibility of reolaiming tidnl -nd. narticularlv
along Korea's Southwest coast, which is being studied under a UN Special
Fund Pronect.. Tn time. the rp.ni ts nf q -zil survey which i. in.t Prpttin

underway, also with assistance from UNSF, will facilitate adjustments in
thei c-rnronnpattern and bettero balavned fetiinr1ppication- The
extent to which these opportunities will be translated into increases in

-tnu ill ho I mntr - r1pnpn rinni ci u n +.hp nnpo mt T.Thi r-h -he Iz nuernnpnt

manages to improve upon the preparation and implementation of development

_.)W. %Ji. 'VLILL .LLI V'uupuLv fJA whe~ 11shing InLiusbxy has~ U~1 L%,LC -ar

under the influence of increasing motorization of fishing craft and fast
g,L V1row n -L1JJ.LU1kt U1 Wlt±.L-LL UD FJ.LULUUUU.LUI1, W11-IL L is IA~ aulu iu ,1U.1UL.
exported. Total exports of fish products have increased from $1.2 million
in 17; DU .47.. m±±1UU ".u L7u). i t Uuput suffered a se"Uac4 ±17)

because of the untimely appearance of cold currents, but the increase in
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output in preceaing years was very satisfactory. necenlmy, amu.e.uuU
plansthve been embarked upon to increase tuna fishing by Korean vessels.
Large loans have been obtained from Luropean u1pbuLu.rL \UO millin)
and foreign tuna canners which will give Korea a fleet of about 125 tuna
boats. These acquisitions offer the prospect of a considerable irease
in fish production, if the scarcity of adequately trained crews can be
successfully overcome. As almost the entire tuna catch is already
contracted for with foreign canners, export earnings would be substantial.
But net earnings over the next several years will be considerably less
because most boats were financed by fairly short-term suppliers' credits and,
in some cases, the purchase price was relatively high.

Forestry

31. Forestry is an almost dormant industry in iorea aLthough availabie
information indicates that 40% of the total area is covered by well-stocked
forests. Exploitation of tne county's forestry resources is small becauut
the Government has been excessively concerned with conservation. There are
some hopeful signs that this attitude may be changing. in the last two years
a large-scale and apparently successful afforestation program has been under-
taken. with the help of he UN Special rund a survey of forestry resUurces
will soon get underway. In time domestic production may replace part of
the preseOU iAmprU of wov, Luter, pulp and waste paper oUtalling oite
P 30 million a year. But in the immediate future such import substitution

MA i ni n 7

exceptions being coal, tungsten and small deposits of iron ore. Thus
mnininf7 r.Ti+h a ha e nP 9- i i" ('WT -A1 an m i-i,nem + n oL A

labor force, is a small sector in the economy. Nevertheless, rapidly

contribution to growth. Total output, starting from a very small base,
+vehleA n +ha i OnC.A T_ 10A1_A1 _a - Arl - ____ A-

P.L%)~y±j%kAUL V1 C czv li a CLyea.* t

coal output rose from less than a million tons to 5.4 million in 1960 and
then almostnto 9 millinn in 1963, Korea t+ned from a lam imnr+ nP

coal (425 million in 1956) to a small net exporter. Export earnings
f r om other minerals roqe f-rm .4- milIinn in +h. PIn+A 1Qfnt +n :T milIi n

in 1961-63, despite a slump of tungsten prices and a curtailment of
nnrouction below the annpnity of 6,000 +.n (in cnoPn+.nates), a
production and exports of iron ore rose rapidly to 00,000 tons.

33. The rapid increase in coal production was due to improvement in
the mannagement f the gnvrrnmPnt.-ownr rannrnien_ which nrAoe almn+
half the output, and amalgamation of many small private mining companies
which control the maior nqrt. nf rervem.q 'Ht. hit.her+n had inapqane+
financial resources. Substantial investments in government-owned mines,
assisted by loans of 69.5 million and $q-2 million from the Uni+.date
and Germany, are now getting underway. However, these will merely help
maintain outnut, aq evyi s+ing mine, sne nhnn+nA The mai- 4--

expansion will have to come from private mines and these are having
difficulty in securing the foreign loan -nred for their invest-ment
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program. Since at the same time foreign loans have been contracted in
large amounts for projects of dubious economic justification in other
sectors, this difficulty with investments of obviously high priority
underscores the need for improving the Government's handling of the
economy's development problems. No large-scale expansion in other fields
of mining is in sight. Small investments are undertaken in developing
iron ore mines, but deposits are small and production will not increase
much beyond the present level of 500,000 tons. Tungsten mining remains
limited by weak market conditions.

Manufacturing

34. The increase in manufacturing production in 1962 and 1963 was
one of the most spectacular aspects of the Government's expansionary
policies. The buoyancy of the industry, marked by increases in output
of 15% in each year, was in sharp contrast to the declining growth rates
and near stagnation with which manufacturing production had responded
to monetary stabilization and the introduction of a realistic exchange
rate in the preceding years. Xanufacturing thus regained its position
as the most dynamic sector in the econoPy which it had held throughout
the 1950's during which it increased output two-and-a-half times and
raised its share in GNP from 8 to 13%. In 1963, value added by
manufacturing (at constant 1961 prices) was one-third above its level
in 1960, and contributed 15.2% to N1.

35. The expansion of manufacturing output largely reflected fuller
utilization of existing capacities. narticularlv in food nrocessing (15
above the 1960 level), textiles (10%), paper and paper products (77%)p
rubber products (17%) and a laree variety of metal-working in+ustries.
However, it was also made possible by the expansion of capacity inexistinR industries - eg- bicycles cemen+ fla+ gas,ewrint -
steel ingots and tobacco - and the establishment of new lines of production.Foremost among these ren tw fertiie plante capable of
85,000 tons of urea. Besides, there is a large variety of new plants in
fields such as synthetic texti1 fies--
electrical equipment (transistor radios, household appliances, telephones,
ampere meters. etc.) semi-cheminAl pilpn pwod p aceutiCaLs
motor-vehicle assembly.

36. The increases in output and the brisk investment activity (equi-valent to well over 9100 million a yea, i 1960A -a t- some 16 of
investment) were remarkable. Among the most important achievements were theestablishment of a frtili-7r indwtwr nol re r ( -a pt s
arrangement with Gulf Oil; the refinery, with an annual capacity of 12 millionbbls.. st-Arted prniduction in kmnir 10A'),adseea othe im - , --- -Zh.2-- -V')~ "/-+/)l Q OLu l_ U lt U ,9 LL±ULIS116industries. The last few years have again shown the ability of the

engineers to move into new and more complicated processes, and of its
ork t lear n l the operation of new machinery. 1he manufacturingindustry as a whole has, however, some marked weaknesses.

37. Even in 1963, at the height of inflationary consumer demand and
easy-ac-es--- -- xww matrials, 'Large semuents of the industry wereusing only about half or less of their installed capacity. Flour milling
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and sugar refining, each with capacities twice domestic requirements, are
perhaps the most notorious examples. But large-scale under-utilization
of capacity was equally true of the country's most important single
industry, textiles (around 50%), and a long array of others, including
food canning, ethyl alcohol, footwear, tires, soap, explosives, paint,
nails, and bicycles. In some of these industries, new capacities were
added as late as 1963. And new industries such as cement may
enter these ranks when capacity presently under construction will be
completed.

38. Dependence on a large net inflow or imports was alreacy mentioned
earlier as one of the weaknesses of Korea's manufacturing industry. If
the import program for 1964 is carried out as presently conceived, imports of
raw materials will probably amount to 4210-220 million, as compared with an
estimated requirement of 230-250 million for maintaining production nt the
1963 level. Despite the existence of some stocks, a level of imports as
now planned cannot fail to depress industrial production, and lack of
imported raw materials, rather than lack of demand as in the cases of under-
utilized capacity mentioned above, is likely to force plants to curtail
production or to shut down. This has already happened to some synthetic
textile mills and the recently completed motor vehicle assembly plant, and
overall manufacturing production has shown signs of a moderate downturn.
In May 1964, the index of production was slightly below the level of end
1963, and only 2% above the level attained a year earlier. With further
decreases in U.S. grant aid for commodity imports in sight, the attainable
level of manufacturing production and the scope for growth in future years
will be set to an increasink extent by the pace at which export earnings,
particularly from manufacturing. can be raised. This will also be true of
industrial investment which certainly cannot be kept at the 1962-63 level
unless exDort earnings rise markedly. For attainment of such level was
accompanied by contraction of foreign loans totalling over $100 million, of
which a large nart was in the form of medium-term suPliers' credits. Korea's
small debt servicing capacity limits severely the amount of additional
medium-term credits which Korea can prudentlv contract.

39. As exports of manufactured goods were only D40 million in 1963
(1962: 11 million) it would seem unrealistic to expect that the manufacturing
industry can soon turn dependence on net imPorts into net exchange earnings.
However, the need for reorientation of manufacturing from the domestic market
to exDorts cannot be overstressed. The Government has indeed begun to show
increasing appreciation of the need. Some recent policy changes such as the
establishment of a more realistic exhange rntp. nreferPntial qcess to
foreign exchange for exporters, preferential access to credit, etc. are
encouraging. However it.i. nn+. certin that. the rln 'vrnmpn+. ill 1-n able to

launch and persistently sustain a concerted drive of pushing and facilitating
the reirecton ofproducion ito exorts,thus avoiding a recurenceofth

downturn in activity with which manufacturing responded to the financial
stabilization efotso Itelate + lor O1s

)0,Apaenl muless appreciated by1 the overni-ien4t are t-he

implications of the foreign exchange situation for the direction of new
inesgn in mf atn I wolp seem necessary ruthe iLv nd1ustoie
recognize more fully that the development of import-substitution industries
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of the kind which play a large role in the Government's revised development
plan promises no immediate relief to the foreign exchange scarcity. Many
of the projects in the plan would effect foreign exchange savings only in
the sense that they would eliminate the need for additional imports which, in
their absence, would arise from an expansion of the economy as projected.
The conclusion is that industries which reduce present import dependence,
through import substitution or export earnings, should be stressed much more
than so far. It also appears advisable to study thoroughly the presently idle
capacities to determine to what extent they could aid in this drive. Very
little is known about the conditions of these idle capacities, and a full
investigation deserves high priority.

Other Actdviti.es

4l. BV far the largest part of fixed investment in recent years has
taken place in areas outside directly rroductive activities and in fields
requiring heavy capital outlays without a big immediate contribution to
output. The original Five-Year Plan had allocated almost half the total
investment planned for 1962--63, or won 56 billion, to such fields with heavy
emphasis on power, transportation and hcusinw. In total amount. this target
was met. However, because fixed investmont in other sectors fell short of
the targets, outlays in tertiary industry accountei for a muh larger s1hare of
total investment than provided for in the plan.

42. In power, installed capacity has almost doubled since 1960 and will
reach 655 MW by end 196h. Investments in transmiFsion frilit,is n better
spacing of plants has cut distribution losses by one-third, but they are still
fairly high at 20% of net nnwar genera+e. Power nonsumntin went un by -i
annually over the last three years, consumption by industrial users by almost
20%. These increqae did not entirel result frm _ej-ann- nt+ve bu+
also reflect the fact that for the first time in many years supply of powerhasq h)Pnmp. qiifTit-Pint anbr un 1se rs +0- 31-+' OP 4.-4- -- -1-

Plants now under construction would boost generating capacity by around 20% by

by end 1967. These plans represent some reduction in the targets from the
or-g - -oals. Hoever, itis difficult Uo Judge whether a program of such

size will in fact be needed. Estimates of demand contain a large element of
1rV-ti; because the contan a higU anU possbly exaggerated assessment

of unsatisfied demand. Now that the acute power shortage has been overcome,
-woul see impoa t reviw UcaefuLy the need for aaditional capaciy.

At the same time, the technique presently used for evaluating alternative
therma-andhyu-elcriu shmes, whiah appears to contain a strong bias
in favor of the latter, should be re-examined.

43. Investment in transportation in recent years was concentrated on
.m iauion and, tO some e'-,tent, expansion of the railroad. Progressive
dieselization as well as renewal and expansion of the fleet of freight cars,
L1 onvJunction with te rapid growth or coal output, have been the main items
in the program. These effol.ts, and improvements in the administration of the
raCLro have contributea significantly to prevent the occurrence of bottlenecks
in the country's transocrta,ion system. Investmients in other sections of the
transportation sector have ben rat,er small. it would now seem advisable
to start drawing up an overall development program for the country's transport-
ation sector, including highways which have so far been rather neglected.
Moreover, expansion of the cargo-handling facilities at Inchon in the large
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Industrial metropolis Seou-i ncnon appears an oovious requirement, Jin order
to avoid the long haul of goods from and to Pusan and to reduce the prospect
of congestion in the Pusan port. For the ioediat fute, owever, ivest-
ments in the railroad will continue to have high priority, in order to
complete dieselization, eXpanC ne car leet, anU exteAU the ral I ye,m,

particularly into new coal mining areas.
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IV. The Use of Resources and the Financial Situation

The Allocation of Resources

h. Total available resources which had been rising at an average rate
01 70 in the reconstruction period, l953-57, grew by only ',*o annually in
1959-60. However, by deliberately restricting the growth of consumption out-
lays, primarily through fiscal policies, the Government succeeded in
channelling most of the increase in resources into investment. The share
of consumption expenditure in GNP declined from an average level of 9'1 in
1953-57 to 91% in 1959-60, while fixed capital formation rose from 10.5%
to i3h. Significantly, reduced negative savings of the public sector played
an important role in raising the level of domestic savings from 3 to 6/o
of GNP.

45. The accession to power of the military Government in May 1961
brought with it a return to expansionary policies. These were accompanied
by an acceleration in the growth of GNP (at constant prices) to an annual rate
of 6% in 1963. However, they also tended to raise the level of consumption at
the expense of savings and thus nullify the accomplishment of the immediately
preceding years. The increase in GNP in 1961-63 over the 1960 level (at
constant prices) went almost entirely into additional consumption;
additional savings were negligible.

Saving and Investment
(in per cent of GNP)

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Gross capital formation 12.7 12.h 15.5 15.5 20.3
Fixed 1L.3 11.7 12.3 13.7 13.9
Change in inventories 1.6 0.7 3.1 1,8 6.4

Gross savings 6.6 r.2 6.0 2.1 7.1
Consisting of change in

agricultural stocks -1.6 -1.2 3.4 -0.8 4.3
Available for investment 8.2 6.h 2.6 2.9 2.8

Current balance of navments
deficit (+) 6.0 7.3 9.5 13.4 13.2

46. Over the 1961-63 period as a whole, the average annual savings
rate declined only, moderately as compared --t l9/.60 fro 6%o_G-t

5%. However, for purposes of evaluating policies and determining the
feasible-evel of invuestmraent in the future, the concept of svnsudr

lying these calculations is misleading because, when applied to the 1961-63

greater part of Korea's domestic resources for investment. The average

increases in grain inventories which occurred in 1961 and 1963 as a result
of umpert-. croUPs- of ricUe To a veryL' lrge etentUUiU, theseL) ncreasesDUZ do notU
reflect sacrifices of consumption and, therefore, an augmentation of
invenustUe resources. On the contrary, experience in the past has shown
that bumper crops of grains are followed by considerable increases in the
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consumption of grains by the farming population itself. This did occur in

196n9 nnl s likely to recur in 1964. Thus, savings represented by year-to-

year changes in grain inventories have little in common with savings which
renreOn+ freely investibl resources. If they are eliminated from the

calculation and only the remainder - i.e. savings available for investment -
+ken into account, savins were more nearly around cf. of GNP in 1961-63.

as compared with 70 in 1959-60. Thus, there was a serious deterioration,
1-"g), it should be borne in mind ahst d isussed earlier, the 1959-60

level of savings was achieved through measures which also brought growth of

.'7" q1 - - 4 -r -. I ~ .;~ wasc +ha Ynninr frner hp.~hinl(i
this deterioration. The traditionally negative Government savings doubled
i-n spit~e ofan enicourag-ing -U111-VU1(R-,L1U LLI Wle i Vo o otere11

enterprises, During 1963, the Government began to reverse its expansionary
policies and the 196 budget offers promise of further impruvement. Hwv,y
as will be discussed later, continuation of such improvement is not yet certain.

48. Fixed investment, stimulated by the Governmentts ambitious develop-
ment program, increased substantially, reaching a peak in 1963 at 14o of Gvr,
Over the 1961-63 period as a whole, fixed investment amounted to 13.3% of GNP.
Gross domestic savings available for financing fixed investment, i.e., after
allowance for the total increase in inventory, amounted to only 1.3% of GNP.
Thus, the current deficit of the balance of payments at 12% of GNP, was almost
equal to total fixed investment, as compared with about half of it in 1959-60.
In financing such a large deficit, equivalent to some $300 million a year, the
Government had to supplement official aid by drawing on its scant reserves and
borrowing heavily abroad, often at onerous terms.

49. Against the prospect of a decline in U.S. grant aid as well as the
imprudence of continuing use of suppliers' credits and of further large drawings
on reserves, the small contribution of domestic savings towards financing fixed
investment does not augur well for the maintenance of growth near the recent
level, unless a very determined effort is being made to raise savings. In
large part, additional savings will need to come from the Dublic sector because
it would clearly be unrealistic to expect that austerity in consumption can be
achieved through aoDeals for frugalitv and voluntary nrivate savinys. In this
connection, the recent improvement in the fiscal situation is encouraging.
But measures taken so far nre mnst. nt.irly paliat)ive inna+. and thev
will need to be supplemented by a very determined effort of increasing taxation.

50. In connection with the much-needed drive to increase domestic

level of savings that Korea can reasonably be expected to attain; second,
thetrnser pr-.6m)if.,th &conLALVtjULA LILiLIIU i uzj Ut::± Li.L"ULU -L. -Lb~ ..

to be able to translate a higher rate of domestic savings into a smaller
defii on the current account of the balance of payments, without disrupting
economic growth. As regards the first question, consideration must be given
to 1nVUa- relaively high defense expenditures which constitute 076 of 11T? -
whereas a more normal burden for a country in Korea's economic position would

vo Ij U"r. Moreover, these outlays are incurred purely for defensive
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purposes. One might well argue that, in judging Korea's performance in

mobilizing domestic resources for developmenu, defense ouvlays

3% of GNP should be regarded as a kind of external service to the non-
TT 0t TY_ , A ~A -

Communist world, for which a corresponding amounto u S o.. panu al _w

compensation. If this were done, domestic savings would be raised to 8% of

GNP, and investible savings to 5-. Even after this ajus tmen oUmti,

savings are still very low. In particular, they would still be inadequate

to enable Korea to sustain per capita incomes out of its own resources.

Moreover, the argument used above loses its persuasiveness if one considers

that in view of high unemployment in the country - around 1 7 of tne labor

force - the maintenance of an army of 600,000 men constitutes a considerably

smaller real burden on the economy than it might prima facie appear to be.

It is difficult to weigh the relative importance of these two opposing
considerations. With regard to Korea's performance in mobilizing domestic

resources for development, a balanced conclusion is probably that it would

be unreasonable to expect Korea to reach quickly a rate of savings available

for investment. after adjustment for the unusually large defense outlays,
around 10%. Yet, in view of the great shortage of resources for development
and the low Present savings rate, a very strong effort must be made to raise

savings. The achievement of a higher saving rate, rather than its absolute

level. should be the orincinal indicator of performance in this respect.

_1. At the same time. care will have to be taken to prevent a recurrence

of the 1959-60 experience when large domestic savings were achieved at the
nric of +ngnation The koy to the solution of this oroblem is to ensure
that the reduction in domestic demand - which is the counterpart of increased

vivatz ic n iin ry zq P br.q Tn other words. the domestic

stabilization effort has to be synchronized with a comprehensive export drive
man a --1 p+l nf n %1y1 rnn iunitioz fnv imnnrt substitution.
Unless this is done, there will not only be stagnation of domestic production,

that will have to be bought abroad and without which no greater development

e..Lou _Ls Po ue

~ C ULWJ.I re es of- eII ±inita bd in ULL ULI _ pu- W'. V

indicated by the revision of the plan for the period 1964-66. The projected

were cut correspondingly. However, a deficiency that was carried over from
the original plan is the UOminnce ver the wole planning efVor Vo ma.cr-
economic considerations. So far, no thorough studies have been undertaken
to determine the development potential of any of the countryT s major industrit
and the action necessary for its realization. The corollary is that project
evaluation, apart from suffering from the lack of proper experience in the
ministries concerned, is conducted largely without reliable knowledge about
conditions in the sector of which the individual project will become part.
This does not mean that there was not a large number of sound projects among
those undertaken. For many of them, the justification was too obvious to
require much examination. However, it does mean that projects, which prima
facie appear to be of dubious justification, were not properly studied. A
random sample of projects approved shows that evidence presented in support
of certain projects often was not examined critically and that, as a result,
questionable decisions were made, particularly as highly unrealistic exchange
and interest rates were also being used.
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53. Nevertheless, when compared to the almost complete lack of project

evaluation which prevailed in the early stages of the development program,

the situation has improved. The need for proper project studies is being
increasingly recognized, and the failures experienced as well as the demands

of the stabilization Drogram for more carefully husbanding resources avail-
able for investment will probably strengthen this recognition. However, the
need for further improvement in this field cannot be overstressed, because

officials are still giving far too much weight to the macro-economic aspects
of plannina. The impending arrival in Korea of a large team of American

advisors, who are expected to work closely with the Economic Planning Board
and other ministries concerned with development. reinforces the hope that

further improvements will be achieved.

The Internal Financial Situation

1, Money Supply and Prices

54. The military Government's efforts to force the pace of growth

not yet been brought fully under control by more recent attempts of restoring
stability Af+- n++ng sl.T") undewy in 1961, -rnnni nn nf net rnmPArn

credit reached its peak in the following year. Net additions to domestic

equivalent to 30% of the money supply and mainly caused by a sharp jump in
VL1 .4 LLd.. LIL.LI.AId. .LI .7 _) U,11U UVJVt;LA:L1IJ, UILLt:;L OUL.. LuLir FJLUDO"Lu .LW.L

determined action to halt inflationary price rises, greatly reduced its
UenUca nUw'vtr1, Uni e.xpa[na.Lou 01 Ie Uom11esuc LCeULL o 5-Lwu UVwn IuLu Less

drastically as private credit continued to increase almost unabated, and still
reacheu won (. I billion. In fact, this amount is an understatement as restric-
tions on credit were successfully evaded by the use of credit on so-called
trust accounts which are not included in the monetary survey. if this is taken
into account, net credit expansion in 1963, in absolute amount, came very close
to the record of the preceding year.

A large part of the inflationary domestic purchasing power created
through the expansion of credit went into additional imports, primarily in the
lorm of raw materials for manufacturing and of machinery and equipment, and
entailed increasing use of Korea's exchange reserves. In 1961, when credit
expansion was still small and uncertainty, resulting from the devaluation
early in the year and the coup d'etat in May, restrained demand, there had been
an increase in reserves. This was largely responsible for the increase in
money supply by won 9.3 billion, or 42%, in that year. In the two following
years, however, loss of net external assets absorbed won 3.9 and 6.1 billion,
respectively, and thus neutralized an increasing part of the expansion in
net domestic credit. Money supply therefore grew by successively smaller
amounts - won 5.5 and 0.6 billion, or 18% and 2%. In fact, this decline in
the annual rate of expansion in the money supply has been used by the
Government to substantiate that it brought monetary expansion unrinr nont.rol
and reached the goals set by the stabilization program for 1963.

56. Such a claim, but its exclusive concern with money supply, shows
some misunderstanding of the basic problpm. which may ePla in nfinopntmism
over the possibility of restoring monetary stability within one year. The
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'undamentsal obl-tacleS on t1In d-l~'i11 ±hii

compatible with growth, have been set out in the pieceding section of this
C1jJL i_ C"1.1V car be ~i ~ .L UU . IQ U Vlia ., LV W 4_-'- _ _ __~'

them. However, although the Government may not yet be fully aware of the
dif11icU_LtieLs aheadU, 'it h-as d'evised a stUbiLiLZZtLonrogra forU8CU LUI9614 fro0m
which the most serious loopholes apparent in the previous year have been
eliminated. wuarterly celings on loans have been st lor in(iividual banks
from which only credit for certain purposes, primarily export financing,
are excepted. Moreover, loans for undesirable purposes, such as Ufnancn

inventories of certain conmodities, real estate, stock market purchases and
consumption, were eitner prohibited aLtogether or strongly discouraged.
Thus an attempt has been made to apply restrictions on private credit in a
more discriminatory manner; whether it will be effective is an open question,
given the difficulties inherent in such selective controls and the close
relationship that exists in Korea between the cormerciai banks and their
big clients. At the moment, one cannot say with certainty that by the end
of the year Korea will in fact have been brought closer to financial
stability. In the first few months of 1964, credit expansion was small.
But pressures for relaxation of restrictions, which would have mounted
anyway because of the large investments still underway from the time when
expansion was at its peak, will be reinforced by the effects of devaluation.
There is the danger that the Government will succumb. It is also possible
that it may be too inflexible to accomodate legitimate demand for additional
credit, and that the results may be disruptive.

57. ?rices responded with considerable lag to the large increases in
liquidity. Wholesale prices rose little in the second half of 1961. In
1962, they increased by 11%, but then rapidly accelerated their upward
movement which was also sup)orted by the poor rice crop of 1962. Prices
went up by 30% in 1962, and by another 16 in the first four months of 1964.
Despite large grain imports the increase of grain prices accelerated as
widespread lack of confidence in the currency demonstrated itself increasingly
by speculative inventory purchases of grains and imported materials. The
threat of a chaotic situation forced the Government in eariy 1may to devoluate
the won from 130 to 255 to the U.S. dollar.

58. Almost ilmediately prices jumped by 10%. Subsequently, the sitla-
tion calmed. June 196b was the first month in about two-and-a-half years
in which the overall price index did .ot rise si ni_ficant1 . rPart , this :was
due to the damoenine effect on food nriceR of the distribution of Government
grain stocks, good crop prospects and a large import program of grains.
However. other price rises also seem to have come to a standstill, at least
temporarily.
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2. PublIc Finance

59. Government Finance
(in billion won)

Budget
1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Revenue excl. foreign
aid 19.5 24.7 33.4 32.6 41.7 51.7 52.7

Current expenditures 26.8 30.L 32.7 39.8 48.7 53.0 53.9
Current deficit (-) -7.3 7.-7 +0.7 -7.2 -7.0 -1.3 -1.2

Capital expenditure
& advances 14.8 11.7 11.5 19.0 27.5 27.2 21.7

Total deficit (-) -22.1 -iTT - E -SET -267 -22.9
Counterpart fund
proceeds 17-1 12-9 13.6 20.7 25.3 25.9 22.0

Residual surplus or
pfi - -ni -h5 +2.8 -J < -o3 -9-7 -n9

in revenue and expenditure. The preceding stabilization effort had gradually
.eu e 1 _ J.. LVU 'My risin re e u an Co lan n cu r n _-ni ca-, ML' '.SJL %-a.I-,LI~ U~JA'~~ .U

expenditure. In 1960, an overall surplus was achieved although counterpart
A 4- 1 Ir4 .1- 'I tfLund receipts were re.lat.tiveY sma1l.* in Cou 11L~ ul ± .1 ~ uu~

called for "a bold policy for expenditures even at the risk of a large deficit
- tf J-20. - -i 11in tue budget abandoning the old tu-3bizaoin - tjt, pr1ncipLej, -urrent

expenditures went up by about 500% between 1960 and 1962, reflecting much
needed increases in emoluments for civil and military personnel, a sizeaOe
rise in military expnditures and a greatly expanded relief and welfare pro-
gram. Capital outlays jumped by 150b, Revenues did not increase nearly as
much. Large deficits were therefore incurred which amounted to 2.3% of GNP
in 1961 and 3.2% in 1962 and had to be financed almost fully by bank credit.

60. During 1963, the original budget underwent considerable pruning
in order to bring it into line with the stabilization program. These
efforts succeeded in limiting the increase in total government outlays to
5%, a considerable achievement even though the effective increase was some-
what bigger because certain outlays were transferred outside the budget.
A 20% increase in revenue brought about to some extent by higher tax receipts,
but resulting mainly from a sharp rise in non-tax income, including receipts
from government enterprises and non-recurrent receipts of fines for illicit
profiteering,led to a sharp reduction of thB deficit. The stabilization
effort continued in 1964. In the original budget, current expenditure was
kept at the 1963 level and capital expenditure was further reduced from won 27
to 22 billion. The overaldeficit, after foreign aid proceeds, was esti-
mated to decline to less than won one billion, or about 1% of total expenditure



As a consequence of the recent devaluation, the original budget for 1964 will
have to be modified, and a supplementary budget is currently under preparation.
The higher exchange rate now applicable to U.S. grant aid will lead to sub-
stantially higher Government receipts of counterpart funds. Apart from some
additional revenue resulting from revisions in tariffs which are being
considered, higher counterpart fund receipts are the principal item in the
upward revision of Government receipts, estimated at about won 7 billion (10%
above the original estimate). On the expenditure side, the Government will
reportedly allow for a modest first step towards a much-needed adjustment in
salaries of public servants and for a subsidy on imported fertilizer in order
to mininize the effect of devaluation on the farmer. If these and other
increases in outlays are in fact kept at a level permitting realization of a
small surplus, in the order of won 1-2 billion, it would be a further indication
of the Government's determination to restore financial stability.

Government Finance and GNP
(in percent of GNP at current market prices)

1961 1962 1963 19b4y

Current expenditure 16.4 17.3 14.4
C,qnit.al exnenriturp 7.9 9.8 7.h
Total expenditure 2h.3 27.1 21.8 18-20
Crrpnt. rpvPnu 1i. l.j.9 1I. 12-0
Counterpart funds 8.6 9.0 7.1 7-8

1/ Rough estimate.

61. In considering the prospect for fiscal stability after 1964, it is
Q~ Q ~ U~ J.)UU ULU.u kIL U~IL U.L 11Z'UUW-.L1L tUt-, V.L _Z U UP-L j ur,-t "LI

relation to GNP, which has so far been applied, can only be of limited ef-
JL:;U.LV1-O.. 111t_ E_t _dU_LVU rLeuct- Lon of (arrent, expJendiares has~ beenL obained

primarily by keeping the remuneration of public servants constant in the face
~. j. ~ ~j ~ Ui ~ ~UII~J )UOU. 11!LLlaOId .L~U LU U JLi if1AVU LUEL~U .d±LL. _Uil

and loss of efficiency throughout the public service. The Government also kept
vutvLcyo U/L LaL U%n cU repair WUrs UUW11 WiLLi VdULW U .J-n a UW,e-oUZ
state of under-maintenance.

62. Both these palliatives are likely to break down in the near future,
enuangerJug aunevtmen n 01 -ue mu-ueeued iaprovement in uovernment savings
and threatening fiscal stability or maintenance of capital expenditure at
their present, already low level. It may be possible to keep the non-salary
component of military expenditure roughly constant. However, over the next few
years, a 50 increase in Government salaries, military and civilian, seems to
be the minimum necessary and this alone would boost current expenditures by
won 12 billion, or by 23- of present revenue. These considerations emphasize
the urgent need for measures to raise additional revenue. That this can be
done was demonstrated in 1962 when as a result of comprehensive tax reform
and better administration, tax receipts jumped by 25%. In 1963, however, tax
revenue increased proportionately much less than income and fell to 10% of GNP.
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Moreover, when transfer payments are deducted from Government income (including
taxes and other income, but excluding foreign aid), the share in G1P of net
funds available to the Government declined from 15% in 1960 to 12% in 1963.
For a sound improvement in the financial position of both the Government and
the country as a whole, it seems imperative that this trend be reversed. Tne
proposal to raise tariff rates likely to be part of the supplementary budget
now being prepared, and the intention to widen the scope of commodity taxes
are certainly steps in the right direction. In this connection, the Govern-
ment's decision to keep public utility rates constant after the recent de-
valuation, while reasonable as a measure to minimize the immediate impact,
should be reviewed before long.

3. Credit to the Private Sector

63. Gross credit by financial institutions to the private sector
(including Government enterprises and public corporations) expanded by 120%
between 1960 and 1963. This increase in credit played a vital role in making
possible the large investments that were taking place in this period. It cor-
responded roughly to 407 of total private investment, including inventory
accumulation. Because of inadequate statistics it is difficult to be precise
about the contribution of credit expansion to financing fixed investment by
the private sector. A rouah calculation shows that the increase in gross credit
outstanding was sufficient to finance about 80% of fixed private capital forma-
tion in secondary and 25% in tertiary industry. As for agriculture, the ex-
pansion covered more than twice the private investment undertaken.

64. Expansion in gross total credit slowed down in 1963 to won 16 billion
or 225. a. comnared with won 20 billion in the nrecedinw year. For 196L. the
stabilization program as set before the devaluation in May, envisaged an ex-
npnsion of ronugh1v won 10 billion. including about won 6 billion from funds

transferred by the Government and included in the budget. Such an estimate

underway. In the first quarter of 1964., the increase of gross credit, won
0 h ill-i^n Y.7- i-n rP'o+ Lken+ iYN lin ra-+hn +hIn H-r.=-iro" evirin1 T.Tiven + n +

the credit needs arising out of the devaluation, it would be difficult to see
how a reduction in credit eopnsioyn of the magcnitud iAp nnded coufll bep acco-_
plished without creating a serious disruption. If this is to be avoided,
credit Sxaso I ound to 1,fle .,-i. I- ~~-. 4-4-11 .r '< n <. l 'rnnA

ingly, the return to financial stability will take longer than the Government
nIow U _L_L U1I1U L 11Cc1.U11C,, _LU WUIA-.U 6J'-Ct .L LcLto..LLcu±J-"-e e. Ln lu a sLILl
to more stable financial conditions if the Government were to rationalize the
lveL and structure of iUreU rates which are fLow in serou.s disordur, as
interest rates vary from 3 to 18%, depending on the source of funds, rather
Uan on economic considerations out the real cost of capital.
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The External Financial Situation

65. Balance of Payments
Tin U.S. * mi11on)

1956 1960 1901 ly5F C963

Exports, incl. sales to UN forces 48.8 95.5 120.6 139.5 14>.1
Imports 386.1 342.6 312,7 42R.h 51.
Trade deficit --(( -2h7.1 -192.1 -2b8.9 -602.3
Net invisible receipts 24J1- 4.4 18.3 35.2
Current account deficit -313.2 -242.7 -173.8 -253.7 -351.0
Public grants 314.2 243.1 223.6 209.9 226.9
Other capital - 3.2 -0.7 -2.6 60.7
Reduction in net assets (+) -6.3 -1.5 -47.5 50.0 64.1
Errors and omissions 5.3 -2.1 -1.6 -3.6 -o.7

The chronic very large current accunt deficit on Koreats balance
of payments, which is the clearest indication of the country's dependence on
foreign assistance, was considerably reduced during the stabilization period
1957-61. The trade deficit was reduced from an average level of $340 million
during 1956-58 to below 8200 million in 1961. Subseouent developments have
reflected the prevailinL exTansionary rolicies. althoueh the iumo in imports by
over $200 million or 75% in two years also included a $80 million increase in
food imnorts (.121 million as cmnnred wth .L40n million in I961 necessitated

by poor crops and consisting almost entirely of grains.

66. The large investments that were being undertaken in connection with
t-hc3 developmenqnt. p-roram qA the expanso^n ofdoesI mannactur " n +ini,.r

which accompanied the sharp increase in purchasing power resulting from the
IAU~L1U ~ 1~hJtc1. -J.L1CLu1eL - PV-L.U.U0Y IM-.-DVLA J.1111JUIV WY~ UU UU

million. There was a spectacular increase in imports of machinery and trans-
port equipment, which jumpe fo 0ml ion -inr19-7-6n1 to ~7 m- ilio in -

1962 and 116 million in 1963. Other imports, consisting mainly of raw
materials, spare parts and other imports required to maintain aomestUc pro-
duction, jumped from $250 million in 1960-61 to $314 million in 1962-63.

use large imports are, togetner wiLn tne very low level of export earnings,
the chief indication of the deficiencies of the Korean production structure.
The fact that the gap between these current imports and total export earnings
increased between 1961 and 1963 by 50o to 178 million is by itself a measure
of the faiure of economic policy during this period.

o7. Export earnings, although still at an unsatisfactory level, have
increased more than four times over during the last four years rising from a
level of $U million to $87 million in 1963. In the prevailing inflationary
climate this achievement would not have been possible without the export-import
link system by which the Government permitted exporters to sell foreign exchangE
proceeds to importers at a premium established by demand and supply. Forty
per cent of the increase was due to increased exports of manufactured goods.
Especially the export performance of textile products and plywood was verr
encouraging. These favorable developments were to some extent offset, ho7,ever.
by a sharp decline in 1963 of sales to UN Forces stationed in 'Norea. Earnings
from these soirces fell from over 880 million in 1961-62 to A58 million in a96
partly because increasing enforcement of the "buy American Policy" affected the



sale of goods and services, but primarily because, at the prevailing exchange
rate, purchase of Iocal cu1rency becname imunactve fe)r th+.'rtrop
in view of the high and steeply rising prices of Korean products.

68. Grant aid, private donations and official loan disbursements were

the net inflow of private capital, following the granting of official repay-
- 4- 4-,.,,

4
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in Japan and the United States. It should be noted, however, that the high
I -- _*1 -- -4 -4L .L±II -Pi1 romL ~ TT4 - Ld.-4.-- dWCL'JL 00n JI -4 U11 -- 4- ' 2 JAI) -

1963 - was only made possible because there were unusually large PL 480
grants k a,uUU1a qtovA M.ILLLull t.;Ctki Yq_. -J W1±L L ~ i WL11;1_UUU W-.LU11 ULM; L JVVLL.,

crops in Korea in those years. While PL 480 grants will probably be available
in the future to compensate for poor crops and thus neutralize tai- eTec7 on

Korea's balance of payments, such aid is not fungible. As regards supporting
assistance, the other large item in U.S. grant aid, it nas oeen United Otaes
policy to reduce such aid, the reduction to some extent to be compensated by
development -loans. The annual program amount of supporting assistance was in
fact reduced from around $200 million in 1960 to $90 million in 1963. However,
the effect on the supply of goods was partially cushioned by the existence or
a substantial pipeline which could be drawn down so that arrivals in 1963 still
amounted to §l0 million. Notwithstanding the high level of foreign grants
and loans, it was necessary in 1963, as in the preceding year, to draw heavily
on exchange reserves. Net reserves were reduced by $73 million, and at the
end of 1963 stood at $47.5 million.

69. The rapid deterioration of the Korean currency made an adjustment of
the currency unavoidable. In early 1963, authorities began to become concerned
about the effect of rising domestic prices on exports and imports at the
exchange rate of won 130 to the dollar which had been kept constant since early
1961. In an attempt to encourage exports and curb imports, an export-import
link system was introduced which permitted exporters to sell their exchange
earnings in the form of import rights. Initially, these rights were traded at
won 20-30 per dollar. But the premium soon rose and reached won 100 per dollar
in early 196h. so that in effect commercial exoort transactions were made at
a rate around won 230 to the dollar. Imports, however, were only partially
made at this rate. because imDorts financed by foreign grants and loans were
still transacted at the official rate of won 130 to the dollar. Inherent in
this exchange system were. of course. very strong incentives for graft and
corruption. In effect, orderly administration of this system broke down in
early 196L. A further dron in confidence in March and A-ril and widesDread
speculative hoardings and price increases precipitated devaluation which had
originally been planned for the fall of 1964.

70. On May 3. 1964. the won was devalued from 130 to 255 per dollar. After
the example of Taiwan in 1958, the new rate is a fluctuating exchange rate -whose
actual level is to be determined by t.rn-acrtons in a market for foreign
exchange certificates which exporters receive for their export proceeds and
which are fully transferable to hon fien importer.s during a neriod of 60 caqv
after issue. All other exchange transactions, including the sale of aid dollars
for imnorts and incliding invisib1ez areo +be made tten+.+hn, nrpvailing in
the certificate market. In effect, no transactions have yet taken place in this
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market, because exporters have so far chosen to convert their export earnings
at the floor rate of won 255 through the Bank of Korea. One of thereasons
presumably is the very tight credit squeeze, but it also appears that,
contrary to original intentions, import licenses are still issued in combination
with an exchange allocation so that importers have seen no need to buy
exchange in the certificate market. Thus, the going exchange rate is still
won 255 per dollar.

71. The immediate effect of the devaluation on exports will certainly
be favorable, although it should be noted that the encouragement of e.ports
with a high import content (and this includes practically all manufactured
goods) will not be as strong as the increase in the official exchange rate
from won 130 to 255 might make it appear to be. As explained above, exports
were in effect made at about won 230 to the dollar in the months preceding
the devaluation. Moreover, a large part of raw materials and machinery
were imported at the rate of won 130, giving exporters the incentive of a
large differential between buving and selling rates which has dinanneared
with devaluation. Nevertheless, in combination with other measures, e.g.,
n-PfPrntAn1 accessq ton rrdit nnr irrnnmPor -rna tr-inlt frrepre~-1

seems possible that the export target of i105 million will be reached and
p,erhaps exceeded. As regards imports, the ovren hA-raw.n upn a vry7
tight program which, apart from imports financed by PL 480 (food and cotton)
andr ly-,..+r.m loans ,wv-1 ~ ',A ,4~-4~ - ..- r,~~mv4

imports at $230 million (comparable imports in 1962 over $300 million). This

reserves to $20 million in 196h, which seems to be the maximum that prudence
wo~ul.LAi aL.L.0V, 1111=-I _L0 t;V1is±LAUrCU_tZ; UVUUU CLdUUU U ULIU L%=iU_L .U_U V1 UII1J- Vt;.Ly

tight program which may cause parts of Korea's productive capacity to
ucome idle and, in repetition of the events in 1959-61, threaten the
economy with stagnation. There is, however, some hope that some additional
commodity imports may be made possible through somewhat higher export
earnings than the $105 million originally expected and/or some Japanese aid
prior to the normalization of diplomatic relations. Such additional imports,
if wisely allocated, would facilitate a smooth transition to an improved
internal and external financial situation.

72. During the first five months of 19 61 , exports were §30.6 million.
This amount was about 25% higher than export earnings during the same period
last year. But it was less than that achieved in the last five months of
1963, and was below the rate necessary to attain the target of $105 million.
However, in June exports jumped to $13 million, including probably a large
amount that had been held up in anticipation of the devaluation. Imports in
the period January through May 1964 totalled $166 million, about 25% less than
in the same period last period, largely as a result of less AID-financed
imports. After the first quarter, during which few import licenses were
granted and reserves rose, net foreign assets declined slightly, but at the
end of June were still above the end 1963 level.
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abilities of the growing class of entrepreneurs and technicians, create a
~ ~ ~.L. ~ Aj4. it jJ ULiC6 U .LLL ULlt-, J-VLIG, L.ULL 1,VL.Ji C V ;A .L.LJJ.J~~ SV. .'A6uLVZ

the disadvantages of its poor endowment with natural resources. It may
_1_11n well ve pwosie o acu"eve grow" conosuera" mu-- -Ay 4Una 4vu,UVL L .L V t~~~' ,U .L LVV W ± ULI UL W.L -y 1IIUV .L LCJLU ULICZLjL WLUi

annual rate of h.5% of the past decade. However, these prospects of a
mure pruperous future are at present obscureU by te iJmeuate Ui.cuL-
ties of retrenching domestic expenditures sufficiently to restore financial
stabiliuy and of estabishing a framework oi Government policies conducive
to directing the economic drive of the people towards sound ends.

74. The ill-conceived attempt of recent years to break through the
constraints of inadequate domestic savings, insufficient export earnings
and a weak administrative machinery has by and large failed. Above all,
it nullified the accomplishments of stabilization in 1958-60 and led Korea
into another cycle of serious financial imbalance, both internal and
external, that has not yet fully run its course. The measures, which the
Government has taken since late 1963 are generally steps in the right
direction. Moreover, the fact that these measures have produced some
results, e.g. in limiting the increase in domestic credit to a marginal
amount and in reducing imports, may be taken as evidence that the Govern-
ment has made in good faith the change in policies which is embodied in
these measures. In terms of concrete action, including the devaluation
in May, the Government undoubtedly has done a great deal since the previous
economic mission visited Korea in late 1962.

75. Nevertheless, it would be rash to say that it is certain that
further progress towards financial stability will be made in the months
ahead. So far, Korea has experienced only the first few hints of austerity,
as the effects of restrictive Government action were unndobihtP1v nhinn
by the existence in the economy of a great deal of liquidity and large
stocks of imorted Loods. The oninl pwrind Aring which the Goernment
determination will be tested still lies ahead. In arny event, there ,illprobably continue to be nrPs.urP _n thp nice leM. To sm e+tnt this
is unavoidable as existing excess liquidity must'e absorbed into the
economy. In addition. considering the amount of mahinery and eq
on order abroad and scheduled for delivery in 1964 and early 1965, there
will be irresistible nressure fvo- ,rnn _n ov4 ceto
financing the local currency component of these investments. The devalua-tion will alson bringr in its, train -ome need fo addtina crd T
none of these need necessarily inhibit further progress towards a groater
degree of finaVia stabiliy, protde the Vovernment acievsS a surplus
of revenue and aid receipts over expenditure and provided further th,.t
ma-it- nn ipo rt are sufficet to avoid a sizeable decline or domestic
production from existing manufacturing facilities.

76. Although events during the next several months will be important,
the erio during which orea will have to walk a tight'ope will last
considerably longer. Th-i.s is evident from the sIZe of the exi3ting resource
gat- wich, usregarding t-e effect on illoport- in 963 of succecsive crop
failures, presently amounts roughly to 240-260 million. Aga-.nst this gap,
nviea ol ±ikely to receive a gross capital inflow of some $230-210 million
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a var. Of this amount, about 8160 million would consist of U.S. aid,
including development loans, and $0 million would come from Japan if and
when a settlement is reached. perhaps around the end of the year. And
$30 million may be provided by other aid sources and private donations.
Ihunting rPnayments. nnt canital inflows would then amount to $220
million. Because of the recent devaluation, it is extremely difficult to
relnt; nnitpl inflow of this magnitude to national income aggregates.
However, at pre-devaluation prices, it would roughly correspond to 7% of

77c T 100 An+-, no -nce or r 11natine those consisting of an

accumulation of agricultural inventories, were only won 10 billion, or 3%
of -AP Togeth&er with the'"W~ Wt1 ifl fsc

magnitude would at predevaluation prices support investment of about
won t -0bilion, or ENI of GYP, consi;derab.Ly eo J1A~1 1 Ti

means that a marginal savings rate close to 50% would be necessary in

tion was made on the assumption that in the meantime GNP would grow by
4/-./ kd 1 - ULI c%, bUiFlP .LL1 WiJi Ll.Ld VLJ .L.L.L Lv%!UL. LU ~"-

ingenuity and determination. It also presupposes that the present
obstacles to converting domestic into fureign resources are vrcUvme
which, in the framework of the calculation, would requireexport earnings
to grow by 4u% a year. These calculations demonstrate the Uifficulties
ahead for Korea on the road towards viability of its economy.

78. In these circumstances, Korea, beset by acute exchange difficulties
and committed to debt service equivalent to 13 of present exchange earnings,
is definitely not now, and unlikely to become for several years, credit-
worthy for Bank loans. In terms of need, Korea is an unquestionable
claimant on IDA credit. It was performance which was in question when the
case for IDA assistance was last considered in late 1962. At that time,
assistance was not considered justified. The Government appeared unwilling
to attempt seriously to restore financial stability, but rather seemed
bent on the opposite course. In addition, a scrutiny of investments
undertaken or contemplated gave no assurance that existing resources
were being used reasonably well.

79. Since that time, there have undoubtedly been improvements in
performance, even though these are in most cases too recent to be demon-
strable in actual accomplishment. Their effects, if reinforced by
sustained action over the next several months, could lead to an
improvement in performance sufficient to justify IDA assistance. How-
ever there are also great uncertainties inherent in the yet unsettled
financial and economic situation as well as on the disturbed political
scene. It would be advisable to follow closely the Governmentts actions
in the next few months, particularly with reeard to the supplementary
budget, additional taxation, export promotion, and credit control, before
a final decision is made.
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Table I

KOREA - EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF
DECEIVRER 1 1 9( WTTH MATJOR RPORTTT ATnTTTO\r J ANTTARY 1 -

MAY 31, 1964

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency

(In thousands of U.S. dollar equivalents)

Tak+ rn+e.enAi r MAn mann,+.
December 31, 1963 additions

Item I\T-+ o P TuI -I A4 - T--n,,-r I
u w S. LA .. UJ I1

6  
(JCltACL.±

undisbursed undisbursed Aay 31, 196L

TOTAL EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT 89,916 186,949 12,800

Privately-placed debt 49,397 129,999 -
na:P, Lymot1ue guaranteeu Uc13 u4,p -
Guaranteed Lor exchange transfer

rr2n~- tJ .L) OL14dtN

IDAH creit~ ULL ~ UI Y_i4,__o

U.S. Government loans - AID 2L,470 h,yOu 12,owu

Statistics Division
IBRD-Econoric Department

June 26, 1964



Table II: KOREA - ESTLIATED CONTRACIUAL SERVICE PAMENTS ON EXTERAL1 PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTAUDIG T)CLU NG UNlISBURSED AS
OF DECEIMiBER 31, 1963 WITH M1AJoR REPORT11) ADDITIONS JAPUArYa - MAY 31, 1964±

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency
(In thousand.s of U.S. dollar equivalents)

Page 1

Debt out- Debt cut
standing Payments during year t Payments during year

I e a r p l u s u n - I n - Y e a r p l U s u n - I n - T o tan
disbursed zation terest Total dlisburScd zation terest Total
January 1 Januar,y I

Total debt Privately-placed debt - Total
ý1964 1IUU,949 10,55 r 2,s 59ý9 13,15-5 1964 29999 1.- 0,55 2 ,3-2 -1-2,8
1965 189,193 13,444 4,591 18,035 1965 119,443 13, Wi 4,287 17,731
1966 175,749 15,333 5, 254 20,587 1966 105,999 15,333 4,,923 20,256
1967 160,416 14 ,409 5,175 19,584 1967 90,666 14,409 4,820 19,229
1968 i46, C07 14,130 4, 370 18,500 1968 76, 257 14,130 3,991 18,121
1969 131,877 13,206 3,586 16,792 1969 62,127 13, 206 3,182 16,388
1970 118,671 9,124 2,863 11,987 1970 48,921 9,124 2,434 11,558
1971 109,547 7,699 2,431 10,130 1971 39,797 7,699 1,974 9,673
1972 101,848 7,699 2,050 9,749 1972 32,098 7,699 1,571 9,270
1973 94,149 8,734 1,670 10,404 1973 24,399 7,60 1,169 8,649
1974 85,415 5,732 1,286 7,018 1974 16,919 3,742 783 4,525
1975 79,683 5,732 1,084 6,816 1975 13,177 3,742 595 4,337
1976 73,951 5,733 881 6,619 1976 9,435 3,7h3 hoS 4,148
1977 68,218 4,186 676 4,862 1977 5,692 2,196 216 2,412
1978 64,032 3, 361 565 3,926 197b 3,496 1,371 12e, 1,491

See footnoteat eof tae



Table II: KOREA - ESTIMATED CDNIRACTUAL SERVICE PAY1EDNTS ON EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTA1DING INCIUDING UNDISBURSED
AS OF DECi4BLR 31, 1963 WITH MAJOR REPORTED ADDIIONS JAIUARY 1 - MAY 31, 196h 1/ (CONT.)

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency
(In thousands of U.S. dollar equivalents)

Page 2
Debt out- Debt out-
starding Payments during year stan ding Payrnents during year

Year plus un- Amorti- In- Total Year plus un- Amorti- In- Totaldisbursed zation terest disbursed zation terestJanuary 1 January 1o
Trivately-placed debt-RepaymerfGrd. Priv.-placeddebt-Gtd.-for exchacedgE ransfer only

1964 81,655 5,958 1,551 7,509 1964 45,344 4,598 773 5,371
1965 78,697 7,592 2,788 10,380 1965 40,746 5,852 1,499 7,351
1966 71,105 8,155 3,227 11,382 1966 3,89h 7,178 1,696 8,874
1967 62,950 9,03 3,231 12,634 1967 27, 716 5,co6 1,589 6,595
19613 53,547 9,403 2,696 12,099 1968 22,710 4,727 1,295 6,022
1969 h,1h4 9,071 2,165 11,236 1969 17,983 4,135 1,017 5,152
1970 35,073 6,210 1,653 7,863 1970 13,848 2,914 781 3,695
1971 28,863 5,601 ,341 6,942 1971 10,934 2,098 633 2,731
1972 23,262 5,601 1,058 6,659 1972 8,836 2,098 513 2,611
1973 17,661 5,381 777 6,158 1973 6,738 2,099 392 2,491
19714 12,280 2,196 505 2,701 1974 h,639 1,546 278 1,82
1975 10,084 2,196 9 2,605 1975 3,C93 1,546 186 :1,732
1976 7,888 2,196 312 2,508 1976 1,547 1,547 93 .1,640
1977 5,692 2,196 216 2,I412
1978 3,496 1, 371 120 1,491

See footnote a red-of table.



Table II: KOREA - ESTIM.ATED CONTRACTUAL SERVICE PAYMENTS ON EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEDT OUTSTANDING INCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS
OF DECEMBER 31, 1963 UITH MAJOR REPORTED ADDITIONS JANUARY l - MALY 31, 1964 Z1 (CONT.)

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency
(In thousands of U.S. dollar equivalents)

Debt out- Debt out-
standing Payments during year standing Pyents during yar

Year plus un,- Year plus un-
disbursed Amorti- In- disbursed Ainorti- In-
January 1 zation terest Total January :1 zation terest Total

IDA credit, U.S. Governmeit loans -A1

1964 14,000 - 90 9-0 1964 42,950 - 185 185
1965 14,000 - 91 91 1965 55,750 - 213 213
1966 14,000 - 92 92 1966 55,750 - 239 239
1967 14,000 - 92 92 1967 55,750 - 263 263
1968 14,000 - 93 93 1968 55,750 - 286 286
1969 14, 000 - 94 94 1969 55,750 - 310 310
1970 14,000 - 94 94 1970 55,750 - 335 335
1971 14,000 - 96 96 1971 55,750 - 361 361
1972 14,000 - 96 96 1972 55,750 - 383 383
1973 14,000 140 97 237 1973 55,750 1,114 404 1,518
1974 13,860 140 97 237 1974 54,636 1,8,50 406 2,256
1975 13,720 140 96 236 1975 52,786 1,850 393 2,243
1976 13,580 140 97 237 1976 50,936 1,850 379 2,229
19'77 13,440 140 96 236 1977 A9,086 1,850 M4 2,
1978 13,300 140 95 235 1978 47,236 1,850 350 2,200

1 Ilncludes service on all debt listed in Table I prepared June 26, 1964.

Statistics Division
IBRD-Economic Departtment

June 26, 1964



Thlp TTT

yrn- Nnt.io-n;iI Rrnrnliture

(billion won at current market prices)

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Private consumtion 13.8 166.3 189.1 227.6 288.7
General Government cons. 29.h 33.5 37.9 b8.0 51.3

Total Consumption 173.2 199.8 227.0 275.6 340.0

Gross Dom. Fixed Capital Form. 26.5 24.7 29.7 38.5 50.7
Change in Inventory -3.0 1.5 7.6 5.1 23.5

Total Investment 23.5 26.2 37.3 43.6 74.2

Total Expenditure 196.7 226.0 264.3 319.2 4114.2

Exports of Goods and Services 5.2 8.2 15.3 18.4 20.5
-imports of Goods and Services 17.9 25.2 Lu. 59.2 72.2

Deficit on Current Acc. -12.7 -17.0 -25.6 -40.8 -51.7

T., nTT nnn. n\ nnp0 7 I. 324, i
Ex-en ture ono 4U7 .U L)UOI ..LJ

Net Factor Income from Abroad 1.5 1.7 2.7 3.1 _ )

Expenditure on GNP 185.5 210.7 241.4 281.5 366.0

Source: Monthly Statistical Review. Bank of Korea.



Table IV

Gross nomestic Prodnc+.ty TnHuntrInI Origin
(billion won at constant 195 market prices)

loco 1o60 1961 1960 9631/
-o, -- -

Agriculture 4o.4 h0.6 h.8 39.9 39.9
/- 1 100ig. 74 J

Summer grains 5.4 5.1 5.6 5.2 16
Livestock .6 .j.0 . L.7
Others 13.0 13.5 14.3 13.9 14.1

Forestry 2.7 2.9 2.7 3.2 3.9
Fishery 108 lo7 lo A2 2s 9

Mining and quarrying 1.7 2.2 2.6 3.1 3.5

hanufacturing 16.2 17.1 17.2 19.9 22.9
Food, beverages and tobacco =77 T T -B
Textiles, clothing and footwear 4.3 4.1 3.8 l.h b.7
Chemicals. chemical products 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.6 2.0
Basic metals, metal products 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.3 1.6
Machinery. transnort enuinment 0.9 0.8 1.1 1.6 2.0
Others 4.7 5.2 4.9 5.9 6.8

Construction 5.5 5.0 5.5 5.9 6.6
Electricity) water, sanitary services 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2
Transportation, storage, communications 4.3 4.9 5.0 5.5 6.o
wholesale and retail trade 17.6 18.3 17.4 18.9 20.1
Public administration, defense 5.2 5.1 5.0 5.3 5.4
Other services 18.9 18.8 18.5 19.7 20.3

Gross Domestic Product 115.2 117.6 121.6 124.7 131.8

1/ Preliminary estimate.

Source: Monthly Statistical Review, Bank of Korea; information provided to the



Saving and investment
(billion won at current prices)

1959 1960 1961 1962 19631/

1.Gross Domestic Saving
afPrivate S4v*ngtY

Pe.sonal 6.1 2.4 8.1 -5.8 n.a.
Corporate 1.1 1. 2.9 4.9 n.a.

Net saving 7.2 3.9 11.0 -0.9 n.a.
Capital consumption allowance 7.4 7.8 8.2 1U.0 n.a.

Gross private saving 14.6 11.7 19.2 9.7 27.2

b)Public Saving
(i) General Governme t

Current revenue / 24.4 30.1 32.0 b1.0 44.9
-Transfer payments 1.3 2.7 6.1 6.8 7.6

Net funds available 23.1 27.7 25.9 32 37.3
-Consumption expenditure 29.4 33.5 38.0 LO.1 0y.t

Net saving -6.3 -6.1 -12.1 -13.9 -12.L
(ii) Government enterprisesi/ 2.5 3.5 5.0 6.8 7.7
(iii) Total net saving -3.8 -2.6 -7.1 -7.1 -4.7
(iv) Capital consumption allowance 1.5 1.8 2.3 3.2 3.5
(v) Gross public saving -2.3 -0.8 -4.8 -3.9 -1.2

c)Total Gross Domestic Saving 12.3 10.9 11.4 5.8 26.0

2.Gross Domestic Investment
a)Gross Fixed Capital Formation

Private 18.2 16.2 17.3 23.2 32.4
Public 8.3 8.5 12.4 15.3 18.3

Government enterprises (3.3) (3.3) (4.0) (5.8) (5.5)
General government (5.0) (5.2) (8.4) (9.5) (9.8)

Total 2675 24.7 29.7 38.5 50.7

b)Change in Inventory
(i) Goods, of domestic origin

Agriculture ${ -3.0 -2.6 5.1 -2.5 15.8
Others - 1.3 1.1 0.4 2.0

Total -3.0 -1.3 9.2 -2.1 17.8
(ii) Goods of foreign originz/ 2.8 -1.6 7.2 5.7
(iii)Total change in inventory -3.0 1.5 7.6 -. 1 23.5

c)Total Gross Domestic Investment 23.5 26.2 37.3 43.6 71.2



1959 1960 1961 1962 19631/

3.Saving and Investment
rossz onmaei Onaving 12. 10.9 11.r I )

-Increase in agricultural inventory -3.0 -2.6 8.1 -2.5 15.8
Savings available for investment I77 TT7 ET 77 1n.

-Increase in other inventory - .1 -0.5 7.6 7.7
Subtotal 1 7, 0.7 7

-Gross fixed investment 26.5 2L.7 29.7 38.5 50.7
Deictr-1_1 -~ -22.9 _177 -)8-

4.Relationship to GNP (in %)
-q)r,r)q.q T)omP.t.ir, A,v in c

Private 7.9 5.6 8.0 3.4 7.4
Public -1.3 -0.4 -2.0 -1.3 -0.3

Total .2 0.0 2.1 7.1

b)Gross Domestic Investment
Fixed caoital formation lh.3 11.7 12.3 13.7 13.9
Change in inventories 1.6 0.7 3.2 1.8 6.4

Total 12.7 1-2.7 15.7 20.3

c)Deficit 6.1 7.2 9.5 13.4 13.2

1/ Preliminary estimate.
2/ The private sector includes government-owned corporations.

Derived as a residual.
Includes the following revenue from the foreign-exchange tax on aid goods (in
billion won):

1959 1960 1961

3.L 3.8 0.3

5/ Comnrises the followinE enterurises: monoDolv. transrortation, communications.
postal life insurance Knd annuities, grain'mahagement, and procurement.

6 Includes stocks of imported grains.
7/ Excludes stocks of imported grains.

Source: !onthly Statistical Review, Bank of Korea; information provided to the
mission.



Table VI

Composition or Gross Domestic Fixed Capital Formation
(billion won at constant 1955 market prices)

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

1. By Industrial Use
Agriculture, forestry, fishery 1.8 1.9 2.7 2.0 2.3
Miining and quarrying 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.6
ranufactur.*g 3.1 1.9 1.7 2.1 3.U
Construction 0.1 - 0.1 0.2 0.2

U.Le-trULty, water, anuary services 1.1 0.> 1.3 1.6 2.0
Transportation, storage, comm. 3.7 3.0 3.h 4.6 5.4
rn -. 3 r\ 4, (\ r' a ~ 0 0
11 cluv VJ.U Us.( U 0 UOV USU

Housing 2.6 2.6 1.9 2.0 2.7
I UUJ.L_LC aLUII_Ln_±LUrt-LUIi UOU V.1 U.4 U.L0.

Other services 2.2 1.7 1.7 2.1 1.9

Total 16.3 13.6 14.3 16.2 20.0

2. By Type of Capital Good
Residential building 2.6 2.6 1.9 2.0 2.7
Non-residential building b.2 3.4 3.2 3.4 4.1
Other construction and works 3.8 3.1 4.2 5.6 6.2
Transport equipment 1.3 1.4 1.2 1.4 2.0
Machinery and other equipment 4.4 3.1 3.8 3.8 4.2

Total 16.3 13.6 14.3 16.2 20.0

Source: HEonthly Statistical Review, Bank of Korea.



Table VII

Investment Program, 1962-19661/
(billion won)

Plan Actual Plan Actual Original Revised Original Revised

1. Agriculture,
Forestry 7.6 3N2 8.6 3.8 9.1 6.1 9,9 6.2

Livestock,
sericulture 1.3 1.5 1.3 0.9 1.9 0.7 2.2 0.7

Reclamation, land
improvement 1.6 . 2.3 1.6 1.5 1.6 1.9 1.5

Affore5tation 10 0. 1.0 2.1 1.0 1.1 1.1 0.9
Others>/ 3.7 -1.0 4.0 15.9 4.7 2.7 4.7 3.1

2. Fisheries 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.4 1.1 2.8 1.1 4.0
Acquisition of
vessels 0,8 - 0.8 0.1 0.8 2,4 0.9 3.4
Others 0.2 0,3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.6

3. Mining 3.0 10 30L 1.3 5.6 3.0 3,6 4.1
Coal lo 1.6 20 144 .2 2.7 2,0 29
Iron ore 0.2 O.A 0o3 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.3
Tungst ore OW 0.7 0.2 0.6 0.1 - - -
mhrT 0.8 - 0.9 - 1.0 00 l0 09

. MAnnfacturing 8.2 .2 1h.2 703 160h 1.7 21.0 117
Cement 09 15 _14 1.0 w4 044 0.87 1.2
Fertilizer 0.8 2 9 0.6 15 !1 1,5 na3

Integrated steel
mill 0.1 12 3.8 1,0 -

Petroleum refinery - 0.7 1.3 2,1 0.2 1.9 05 0.6
Mahnr work 0, ,2 Ol 1. . 1.2 -

Pulp, paper, hard
board 0.4 07 02 0.1 09 01

Shipyards - n.ao - n.ao - 0.6 0,6 1.1
Sytei fibers~± 0.4 - - 0.7@ - 1.4 W~ o.6'-

Tobacco - - - 16$ 2.3 1.0 1.2 0.1
Trapuraion
workshop 0o7 n.a. 1.3 n.a, 1.6 0.7 1.6 1.0
utiization, exist-
ing facilities 0.3 n.a. 0.3 n.a. - - - -

Miscellaneous,
chemicys 0.9 1.86/ 06 0.16/ 0.3 02 1.8 0.8

Others;W 3.2 8.0~ 4-Y 9.8-1 5.3 8.0 8.14 5.9

5. Construction Ued 0.6 0.2 U00 U.14 0 0.4 0.2

6. Electric Power 8.9 3.5 9.6 6.4 9.3 6.0 8.0 9.2

(continued on next page)



Plan Actuaj./Plan Actual, Original evised Original Revised

7, Transportation,
Storage 5.8 9.0 7.1 10.1 7.5 7.3 0.0
Railroad 2. 7. n.a. 2.3
Highways 1.3 n.a, 0.9 n.a. 0.9 0.1 0.0 O
Vessels - n.a. - n.a. 0.7 0.9 0.6 14
Others 2.0 n.a. 2.0 n.a. 3.6 2.1 5.4 0.9

8. Communication 0.8 0.8 0.9 T.3 2.3 1.7 3.5 0.9

9. Housing 6.0 3,9 6.3 5.3 8.2 2.9 9.3 3.1

10. Other Services 4.8 7.0 5.0 6.1 5.0 7.1 6.2 8.2

Total Investment 464 39.4 56.3 59.6 64.9 53.3 71.6 55.1

of which: Fixed

Investment 42.1 3L.4 51.1 42.6 59.5 n.a, 63.6 n.a.
Inventory 4.3 5.0 5.2 17.0 5.4 n.a, 8.0 n.a.

(continued on next page)



(Table± VII coniud)U

-' ~ ~ ~ ný £-~ ,~li,r 3/ ncii 04.oZ h/

Orig,inalRevised Original Rýevised Original Revised

1. Agriculture, Forestry 111.5 5.9 467 39-7 30.5 13,2
Livestock, sericulture 3.1 0~7 9.8 k5 ~ 7.2 1

ment 2.1 1.5 944 6.2 5.5 4.6
-fn n.nn1 -1 n-7 c<q 5,3-__ 2.7

Others+ S5 3.0 9.9 23.7 14.6 8.8

2. Fisheries 1,1 5.0 5,3 12.6 3.3 11.8
2'lqui-sition ofr vessels 77." n ,E.T ) ý 1) 7.5TO
Others 0.2 0.7 1.1 2.4 0.7 1.7

3. Mining 2.6 5.3 18G2 18.2 11,8 12.8
Ona" I~ r .3 110'.6 L 2. n" ~9kUU.L .L*u )G J-L,0U ±Jco4 UØV 7cL4

Iron ore 0.2 0.3 13 1.9 0.8 0.8
Tungstep1 ore - - 0.7 1U3 0.1
Others 2/ 0.6 1.2 1.6 226 2.9 2.6

4. Manufacturing 27.2 13.7 87.0 70.3 64,6 kl.1
Cement 3.5 0.3 7.0 4.4 4.7 1.9
Fertilizer 3.0 1.0 9.7 3.0 6.0 2.4
Integrated steel mill 1.0 - 7.1 - 5,8 -
Petroleum refinery - o.h 2.0 5.7 0.7 2.9
Viachinery works 0.1 - 3.0 0.h 2.3 0,3
Pulp, paper, hard board 1.3 - 2.8 0.9 2.2 0.2
Shipyards 1.7 1.6 2.3 3.3 2.3 3.3
Synthetic fibers 3.1 - 5.0 2.7 4.6 2.0
Tobacco 0.3 0.1 3.8 2.7 3.8 1.2
Transportation workshop 1.6 1.3 6.8 3.0 h.8 3.0
Utilization existing
facilities - - 0.6 - - -

M-iscellaneous, chemicals 2.4 0.4 5.9 3.3 4.5 1.4
Others -92 8.6 31.0 h0.9 22.9 22.5

7, Transor-,ition r.9 7.6 3 n.7 n2 22.R

7-. q+.znn-rn+An 00 7 AR I,.7 ~ n1
Railroad 17 12.- r3.a 13.2

i a. .h 14.6 n.a. 2.4 1.0
Vessels 0.5 1,2 1.8 n.a. 1.8 3.5

7.0 1.7 20,0 n.a. 16,0 l.7

10, Other Services3. 63 290 71 19216

TotL £-Lz o Invsten 79. 57. 3. 28. 21. 1.

of hich: Fixed invest-
ment 71.2 n.a. 287.5 n.a. 19h03 n.a
Inventory 7.9 n.a. 30.8 n.a. 21.3 ne.



(Table ViI continued

FOOTNOTES

1/ This table was compiled for the purpose of presenting, in a
roughly comparable fashion, Korea"s original investment
program under the Five-Year Development Plan, 1962-1966,
as it was published late in 1961, and its revised version
which was prepared in 1963 and covers the period 1964-1966.
It should be noted, however, that the data presented here
were drawn from various sources and are not entirely
consistent. Above all, the original program was drawn up
in terms of constant 1961 prices, the revised version
uses constant 1962 prices,

The amounts of investment in each sector are given at constant
1961 market prices and are therefore comparable to the amounts
in the plan. Investments for individual projects, including
the item "Others" are, however, given in current market prices.

3/ Total investment for 1962-1966 according to the revised version
consists of plan data for 1964-1966 (in constant 1962 prices)
and actual investment in 1962 and 1963 in terms of current
market prices.

6/ Original plan in 1961 prices, revised plan in 1962 prices which
are about 11% higher than 1961 prices.

/ Includes chanaes in inventory.

6/ Includes also some investment in oroiects enumerated above.

Source: First Five-Year Economic Plan, 1962-1966 (1961); Adjusted
Plin fnr KornAts FiJ-'-:. Five-Ya-r Pin (19 Monthly

Statistical Review (BOK); information provided to mission.



Table Viii

Financing of investment rrogram, 1962-1961&

1962 1963 196,
Plan Actual Plan Actual2/ Original Revieed

1. Gross Domestic Saving

1. Private Saving (net)

a. Households

Disposable income 193.7 203.4 201.6 n.a. 212.1 n.a.
Consumption 189.7 204.7 195.2 n.a. 203.9 241.5

Saving .0 - 1.3 6.4 n.a 8.2 n.a.

b. Corporate Saving 4.8 4.9 5e7 n.a. 7.0 n.a.

c. Total Private
Saving 8.8 3.6 12.1 12.6 115.2 4.1

2. Public Saving (net)

Currpnt rev hO.h 13 n.a. 52.9 56.0
Current expenditure 51,1 52.9 51.1 n.a. 51.9 57.0

TTr m rr~- ~~L 1 n.-~ 7 _1~1 j ,- 7 1 on' i _

Sain -0 -11. ~1176 -1 1.07 -1 1.

G. ross Amest-ic Saving 9.) o. o9. e562.9.

II.L Gross_Domeic( LInvclemen L19 .3 -39.4 60.0 59.6 67.53.

J.IL Deficit un Current Acet, 4v.3 3L.5 4l.U 44.U 3u.5 354.

1/ See footnote 1/. Table VII.

21 The definition of Inrivatel and Inubliet savings as used here does not
correspond to that used in Table V.

3f Roughly estimated.

(continued on next page)



(Table VilL continued)

1965 1966 196h-196 -w
Original Revised Original Revised Criginal Revised

I. Gross Dompstic Saving

1- Private Snvinp (nAt)

ma- nn.!nble inr'ma 991 n n hlAn0 678-7 n.a.

Consumption 217.8 251.6 235.8 262.1 657.5 755.2

c' Po4-L,*Ul D --JV L-

Saving 15.5 5.9 15.6 8.3 46.4 18.3

2. Public Saving (net)

Current revenue 59.7 59.3 66.0 61.4 178.6 176.7
ni r'r" 0 "1 r 1 ir- 1 7'1 If

uurrenau eAperGiU-ture f) -4 0 YUoU -LDY* 1)-*U

Saving . 1.5 11.5 19.2 3.1

3. Depreciation Allowance 13.9 16.2 15.2 17.0 41.8 48.6

4, Gross Domestic Saving 36.2 23.6 42.3 27.9 107.4 70.0

II. Gross Domestic Investment 70.4 55.1 74.4 57.4 212.2 165.8

III. Deficit on Current Acct. 34.2 31.5 32.1 29.5 104.8 95.8

L/ Original plan in constant 1961 prices, revised plan in constant 1962 prices,



Table IX

Agricultural Output
(in 1,000 'T)

Average
r757ins5 327 0 7 ,376 3927 U .iz 1962

~~- nni nr r I - Lr'n -1 noyl

Rice 2 36T 2,406 2,311 2,740 2,310 2,764
Barley 701 820 822 893 868 240
W heat 145 163 158 172 16$ 75
Rye r21 223 221
Miscellaneous graans1 93 87 82 97 102 111

Pulses 169 158 151 191 183 182
Soyber.s r Tmu u -
Beans 16 15 16 18 19 19
Others $ $ 8 7

Other Food Crops 97 186 2 012 2,214 h2 n.a.
Potatoes 62 69 757 672 95 T 0obo
Vegetables 1,116 1,010 1,086 1,191 1,303 n.a.
Fruit 149 167 167 151 195 n.a.

Other Crops
Cotton 24 2$ 19 28 18 12
Hemp, ramie 7 8 6 6 7 6Silktor-- 5.6 4.6 4.9 5.5 6.2
Tobaccoly 28 29 28 32 3$ 29

Livestock (in 1,000 head)
Draft cattle 996 1,020 1,010 1,096 1,253 1,363
Milk cows 1 1 1 1 2 4
Pigs 1,332 1,439 1,397 1,256 1,672 1s510
Poultry 10,633 12,253 12,229 11,362 13,269 12,082

/ omprises millet, sorgh-a, corn and buckwheat.

/ Purchases by the Government.

Source: Agricultural Yearbook, 1963; Status of Livestock in Korea 1963;
information provided to the mission.



Table X

spl -,vand Disposal of Cereals
(1,000 1T)

Average 1Y5Y Y W L 197 16 7 .,
1957-1959

Imports
ice76 - - -

Wheat 307 133 349 330 371 898)
ineat flour 45 39 32 18 2h 3 i-4
Others 251 62 51 23 147 250)

Total 679 238 432 582 542 1,318 1,080

Exorts 2 5 26 4 60 7 n.a.

Net Imports 677 233 406 578 482 1,311 1,080

Domestic Productionl/
RiceU- 2,2 2 2,34Vk6 2,3- 2,41 2,63 2,-2 2,750~ -p - i 4 C
Summer grains2/ 867 1,007 1,003 1,090 1,038 326 1,040
rij.sce.L.aneous grains 102.7 J- U - .7 1 11.

o , n nor, 3,5 n0 1. ,.7 3A, 165 3,33 26 3,0

.LUUd10 UI.LL. ».L7*J -4L&3 .3d4' 14-3.L,LLL 
4
~4~ >O2ening StockAs 75 69 623 498 0r9 4k4 425

Total Supp>1y 3,97 1 4. ,-496 4 .L 4, 1 9 1 5,233

Closing stocks 25623 498 D 29 46 25374u4)

Apparen-t Cons31m1tion 3,682 3,08 3,99 u ,2542 49 ,1-LU 4,71

Per Capita Consunption (kg) 57w 18e 62 168U .L1 L14

L Supply of domestic rice in each year is calculatea as consisting of three-quarters
of previous yearts crop carried over and one-quarter of current yeart s crop.
_2fCositsof barley naked -areywea- r-- and oats.

3 Estimates based on the following assumptions: Imports: 9th Agreement under PLh80,
including Title III, proposed amendIrents to this Agreement; Government purchases
contracted with CCC and other suppliers carry-over from 1963: Domestic Production:
average crops.

Source: Agricultural iearbeok 196.3; Economic Statistics Iearbook lyo; External
Trade Statistics 1963; information provided to the mission.



Table XI

Acre2:,md Yields of Agricultural Products
(1,000 acreage; kg per acre)

Average
1957-1959 1959 1960 1961 1963

Acreage Yield Acreage Yield Acreage Yield Acreage Yield Acreage Yield Acreage Yield

Cultivated Area
Paddy 2!?61 2972 2280 29991 022 I.L22
Irrigated 1,502 1,554 1,640 1,643 1,686 1,732
Partially irrigated 751 '706 628 636 624 578
Non-irrigated '708 712 712 712 712 712

U~i]s2,002 2200. 2 22 2O3 2,078 2,L87
Total 4,963 4,981 5,002 5,021 5,100 5,109

Land Use and Yields
.ice 2,739 863 2,750 875 2,770 834 2,787 983 2,814 820 2,854 975

s2umnmer grains 2,365 367 2,322 433 2,353 426 2,376 458 2,479 418 2,622 124
Miscellaneous grains 533 175 532 164 507 162 502 193 496 206 501 222
Pulses 778 217 775 204 787 192 836 228 833 220 830 219
Potatoes 247 280 246 280 264 287 270 323 307 311 337 :320
Vegetables 278 401 270 374 288 378 288 414 335 389) )
Fruit 54 276 57 293 55 304 57 265 58 336) )
Special cropsi/ 241 n.a. :234 n.a. 200 n.a. 201 n.a. 195 n.a) na.a.) n.a.
Tobacco 51 549 50 580 -4 571 _49 653 55 636) )

Total 7,286 7,236 7,273 7,366 7,572 n.a.
Excess over cultivated Area 2,323 2,255 2,271 2,345 2,472 n.a.

I/ Consist primarily of cotton, hemp, ramie, sesame seed, rape, peppermint.

Source: Agricultural Yearbook 1963; Economic Statistics Yearbook 1963; information provided to the mission.



Table XII

Production of Fish and Related Products
(100MT)

Average
oC~7..1C~o lCo 196o 1961 1962 196

MaTrs Production 393*1 382.1 342 bij,5 ANA4 4-3547
Fish 279.1 2,6.6 22 17 219 27.2 27
Shell fish 13.6 l2,7 ls 21 A 200 16.7
Sea plants 31.1 29.7 27,h 36.9 15.6 35.7
Others 69.7 735 59.9 109o2 7*6 1370

CultureA her DoA-1. 8 1 0 0 1. 7 1- 1

Laver 0.9 1.0 1,l l9 3 n.a.
Agar agar 0.1 - vo5 ,o n,ao

Oysters 5.7 7.0 9.8 68 7.6 n.as
Clm 0.5 1*0 2,u A1, 3A n.ae
Others 0.9 09 1 3 16 3,1 n.a.

Total 4o.6 392.0 357,2 424.6 4685 n.a.

Soo ce; Economic Statistics Yearbook 1963; information provided to the mission.



Table XIII

Index of Industrial Production
(1960=100)

Average 1964.-
Weight 1957-1959 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 Harch1 /

Manufacturing 80.5 85.9 95.1 100.0 104.3 121.8 137.8 134.5
9 o d 9 9.U 9 100.0 109.9 105.7 110 7

Beverage 4,2 81.1 94.5 100.0 105.1 99.2 90.0 82.1
Tobacco h.l 90.7 1015 100.0 108.6 121,2 134.6 112.8
Textiles 23.4 99.7 103.2 100.0 91.2 105.6 109.7 121.8
Wood and cork 5.7 95.2 99.6 100.0 93.5 111.5 132.6 10,-7
Paper, paper products 3.1 61.6 76.7 100.0 122.3 145.4 176.8 252.5
Printing. Dublishing .8 7L.9 86.5 100.0 80.9 99.7 106.2 109 b
Leather, leather products 0.4 132.6 113.9 100.0 123.0 126.2 114.0 100.0
Rubber nroducts q.8 77.5 10:0 100.0 9h. 7 99.9 117.2 1qA-
Chemicals 5.9 53.7 74.5 100.0 120,2 142.1 177.1 189.0
Petroleum and coal prod. 3.0 n.a. n.a. 100.0 137.3 160.9 178.0 1nko
Glass, clay, stone prod. 9.0 84.3 97.6 100.0 99.8 130.6 10.0 62
Basic metal 2.9 69.6 89.3 100.0 85.6 119.2 134*4 1nq.6
Metal products 3.1 91.9 92.5 100.0 107.7 134.1 178.4 88,3
Machinery 2.8 137.8 134.1 100.0 145.9 199.7 147,3 n1ii.8
Electric machinery 1.3 83.7 111.3 100.0 134.9 248.8 325.0 98
Transport equipment 3.2 112.. 79.4 1000 16.8 1482 275.6 P 9
Miscellaneous 1.6 102.4 105.2 100.0 101.2 16..0 188.2 191.4

Mining 15.2 61.0 76.1 100.0 113.4 13b.6 153.6 165.6
Coal 72.21 57. 77.3 1CO.o 110.o 137.8 187 7-6-7
Metal 23.27 70.8 69.8 100 0 124.1 129.3 115.7 128.
Non-metal 4.12 n.a. n.a. 100.0 113.2 108.1 151.0 187.4

Electric Power 4.3 88.7 99.3 100.0 104.3 116.5 130.1 ii-o

Total 100.0 81.5 91.8 100.0 105.7 123.5 139.8 1Q- 7

1/ Prelininar: seasonally adjusted.

Source: Monthly Statistical Review, Bank of Korea.



Table XIV

Outnut of Mnior Mnnufnctured and Mineral Products

Average
197-]949 19q9 1960 1961 1962 1963

Manufactured Goods
Food (1,000 MT)
Canned food 9 10 6 8
Wheat flour 217 163 230 210 319 55
Refined sugar 47 6o 6 4 64 104 "L0

Beverages (113000 kilolitres,)
Beer lb 17 18 13 7 13
Distilled snirits 89 109 121 131 85 87
Soft drinks 7 9 7 8 15 15

Tobacco (1,000 MT)
Cigarettes 13*8 145 1h4 154 17.1 19.1a
Cut tobacco 6.9 7.2 6.8 8.0 9.1 9.8

Textiles
Cotton varn (1000 MT) c5 449 44),
Cotton cloth (million sq.m#) 125 133 126 1 12 10
Other yarns (1.000 MT) h 4 3 4 5 8
Other cloths (million sq.m) 75 70 70 65 85 53
Raw silk (MT) 328 322 297 388 530 557

Paper (1,000 MT) 22 33 46 60 77 92

Rubber Products
Truck, passenger car 122 181 175 160 179 237
tires (1,000's)

Rubber shoes (million prs.) L4 $5 56 54 64 69

Chemical Products (1,000 MT)
Plastics 4 5 6 6 7 11
Soap 26 28 30 23 33 43
Paint 4 5 6 4 5 5
Urea fertilizer - - 13 65 81 98

Glass, Clay and Stone Products
Bricks (1,000 MT) 434 h05 395 176 184 263
Tiles (1,000 sq.m.) 601 825 726 624 525 558
Flat glass (1.000 cases) 103 169 193 310 259 537
Cement (1,000 HT) 248 358 431 523 790 778

Ccontinned)



Table XIV (continued)

Average
197-99________0 12;£1.62 1.9.63

Products (1,000 MT)
Pig .. r.on - -,

Steel ingots 25 38 50 66 148 160
tUee- bars 2vL48 L45 34 42 53

Electrolytic copper 0.8 0.7 1.0 1.3 2.2 2.h
Galvanized iron sheets 8 6 h 7 30

Diesel engines 5,695 3,810 2,167 3,345 8,817 7,302
Jacurd lo SRI _Sý 7h6 331 391.
Sewlng machines 31,659 28,779 22,888 51,494 123,34$ 91,744

Electric Machinery
Transformuers (units) 2,344 4,405 3,066 4,3 8,18å4 27,436
Motors (units) 779 1,409 1,224 1,7L1 2,350 11,451
Dry batteries (1,000 units) 3,29 36 36o 9,6 iA,986

Ojthers
Bicycles (1,000's) 28 23 38 53 86 105

Pwod 1,0 --q.ft.) 17 -15 1.)R2!.4 33

riMine ral Products (,00UUU MTj
Anthracite coal 3,083 4,136 5,350 5,884 7,444 8,858
Iron ore 243 282 392 505 71 50L
Tungsten concentrate 3.3 2.9 4.9 6,3 5.8 4,,7
Manganese concentrate 1.2 0.5 1.4 i. i,0 4.2
Amorphous graphite 107 82 92 88 184 338
Lime stone 393 b92 637 1,26 1,260 1,363

Source: Monthly Statistical Review, Bank of Korea.



T able XV

Analysis of Factors affecting the Money Supply
(billion won)

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 March 194-

I.Public Sector
1.Bank Credit to Governmenti 30.0 29.0 34.9 41.7 41.3 _2.5

Bank of Korea 2.6 ~b¯7 36.5 kl.4 4i.0 ¯2.2

Commercial banks 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3
2.Bank Credit to Local Gov'ts. 0.3 0.3 0. U.,) u. _U.

Bank of Korea - - - - - -
Coirmercia' banks 0.3 .3 U.8 U.5 0.6

3.Bank Credit to Gov't Fin. Inst.2/ 2.5 4.8 5,1 1.0 3,7 3.6

Commercial banks - 0. 0.4 0.3 0.3
4.rs Creditto Puhlir e-r. R ) 6 )6.6

Offsets

C.GovIt Cash Balances_ 18.7 210 20.5 17.0 17.b
6.CounterpDart Balances.W 1.h 1.1 2.9 4.2 6.7 4.5
7.KRB Cash Balances5/ 0.5 0-5 2.8 1.2 1.4 1.1
8.Miscellaneous Accounts (net)-1  1.5 2.7 6.4 5.3 l.4 6.5
9.Total Offsets 22i 2.3 32- 277 227 29 .

10.Net Credit to Public Sector 10.7 8.8 8,2 15.5 18.2 17.1

II.Private Sector
11.Loans, Discounts, Overdraftsi/ 18.3 24.0 31.9 66.0 55.5 57.3
12.Securities 0.3 0,3 0.,8 0.8 0.8 0.8
13.Gross Credit to Private Sector l. T4.3 32.7

Offsets:
lZ.Time, Savings Deposits 4.7 5.0 8.2 15.3 16.0 17.0
15.Fiscal Funds lent to banksý/ 6.8 8.3 10.2 12.9 l.7 15.1
16.BOK Credit to NACF 3.9 2.8 3.1 0.6 3.4 3.3
17.Misc.Accounts (net)2/ o.6 0.3 0.6. .3 5.5 4.7
18.Total Offsets 13.0 I674 22.1 3E.1 39.o 40.1

19.Net Credit to Private Sector 5.6 7.9 10.6 12.7 16.7 18.0

20.Total Net Domestic Credit 16.3 16.7 18.8 28.2 34.9 35.1

III.External Sector
21.ross- Assets ?. 10.7 97.68 22.3 16.7 17.Å

22.Liabilities 3.2 4.3 8.9 7.3 7.8 7.8

24.Adjustment for Devaluation -1.2 6.5 -6.5 -6.5 -6.5
25.Adjusted Net Assets T.~' 2 .4 ~8 ~~.' ~.1

26.etExtrnl Sctr 47 1.2 -2.5 6. .5 3.5
MONEY~~~~ IUPL 210 1 9 31.23. 37382C--* l- I. U 4-.J L .,Q~ L.4 .( J@ £ -* &4 .ý. .J . 4..

Mn?,C~TVV 'TTIYr V 'n1 nl ni n i 1 -7 "-.j7 n

Annual Change 1.7 0.9 9.3 5.5 0.6
Annual Change in n 9 4% 42% 18% 2%

Source: lonthly Statistical Review, Bank of Korea; information provided to the
Mission.

Sne next page fnr fnntnotes.



Table XV

Footnotes

operatives Federation (NACF) and Medium Industry Bank (MIB).

/ Consists of deposits of the Central Government with the Bank of Korea,
nc uiUn uposits of thue counterpart funU special account.

WI rr)nqi c+±.Q rif' A rvi%-- +. -ri h +1,4ha PnYrtr ^A -V~ g T, T i.mln-'Xr

/ nntis- s of hrann es wi+h the PanL- rP nteft.h an r o a,TAun+

which are not separatel, classified in this table, lNiscellaneous accounts of
the Bank of Korea frc-m 1961 onwards have been a1iusted to-) e-cx1ic1e devaluation
profits (see ftn. 11). Also includes time and savings deposits of local
emvenments.

7/ Credit of NACF includes excess of assets over liabilities of marketing
department (04 billion in 1962, 3.2 billion in 1963).

8/ Comprises funds lent by the Government to the NACF, MIB and commercial banks
as well as loans to banking institutions by the Bank of Korea out of the
counterpart fund loan fund, but funds not on loan have been excluded. ]Excludes
Government loans to t.RB which is treated as part of the public sector.

2/ Includes commercial banks and Citizens' National Bank.

10/ Balance of foreign exchane assets and liabilities as it appears in statements of
'U - L.L'± LJ UL~ L" OW licu" W .L. J -", -W--j J fl.U ~ ~ .~l ~ U b t

imports are excluded from liabilities and treated as part of the miscellaneous

11/ Comprises estimated profits arising out of devaluations (1.2 billion in 1960
- and additional 5.3 billion in l90l).

12/ Some component items are estimated on the basis of data for end February 196)4.



Table XVI

Private Credit from Financial Institutionsi/

End of Year 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 March 1964

Source of Credit

Citizenst National Bank - - 2.0 3.1
Nattl Agricultural a 2n I J - -1 an 0 1 a 8.3
Medium Industry Bank - - 2.8 4.5 5.9)Korean RecoSt--u--tio-n-, A 1) ) 0 :) 'I C L ).1QC

.J1 % -JLU .L'e 'a -%J - r-G C4a 7 r-U. L4r %U .7

Trust accounts of commercial banks - - 0.1 L.5 4.4 4.3

Total 32.7 40.4 53.8 73.6 89.0 91.5

Direction of Credit
P-rima r TndAi+cy R T1 0 17 9 10 1 00 0

Agriculture 97 1. 17.7 21
Forestry - - - - 0.1
Fisheries 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.4 1.2
Secondary Industry 18.1 20.9 24.6 32.2 35.3
Manufacturing -277 17.0 20.2 27.2 294
Mining, quarrying 1.4 1.6 1,8 2.1 2.6
Construction 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.9 3.3

Tertiary Industry 5.5 6.9 11.1 18.2 22.0
Electricity, gas 1.6 1.7 73 7.7 .
Transport, storage 0.9 0.9 0.8 1.3 15
Others 3.0 4.3 5.0 9.3 11.1
Not Classified 3 0.3 0.4 0.8 4.1 8.8

Total 32.7 Lo.h 53.8 73.6 89.0

17 Includes credit to government-owned enternriqes.

2/ Includes excess of assets over liabilities of marketing department.

3/ Consists mainly of equity investments of commercial banks and the Korean
Reconstruction Bank, loans on trust accounts and remunerations of the Citizenst
National Bank for which no breakdown is available.

/ Some small component items are estimated.

Sorc:!ionlly DStatisti'ca-l Re View, Bank of Korea.



Table MTI

Price Indices
(1960=lo0)

Average 1961 1q62 __196 L__ __1L_
1957-1959 1960 1961 1962 1CL6 December December June December Februnrv Anril 15

1holesal Price Inaex
All commodities 90.8 100.0 113.2 123.8 149.3 114.2 126.7 146.5 164.4 182.7 190.3

Grains 98.3 100.0 123.9 131.4 208.3 108.6 137.6 220.4 202.1 262.$ 280.5
All commodities 88.4 100.0 111.3 122.5 139.1 115.1 124.8 133.8 158.3 168.9 174.8
excluding grains

ProducErgoods 84.2 100.0 114.0 125.3 138.9 118.9 127.1 133.3 157.9 161.5 167.0
Consumer goods 94.5 100.0 112.7 122.8 156.8 110.8 126.4 156.0 169.6 198.1 207,2

2. Seoul Consumer Price 91.6 100.0 108.1 115.2 139.9 102.9 120.3 133.1 154.6 174.4 183.6
Index

1/ Data for full years are annual averages.

2/ These data are not strictly comparable to the others in this table; they are calculated fro:a the index previously
in use which was constructed on a. basis different from the one now applied.

2/ Preliminary.

Snurce: Monthly Statistical Review, Bank of Korea; information provided to mission.



Table XVIII

Consolidated Government Revenue and Expenditure -
kw-Ii..Lun Wurij

-LY01190"0 110 1 19/2 L,70) -L7V4L

Ie Reveue

1. iax A-evenUe

Direct Taxes 4.9 6.6 6.14 6.2 7.6 8.8 10.9
Personel income tax 1.7 2.2 2.1 2.
Corporate income tac U.5 0.7 0.9 1.7 2.u 2.6 1.2
Other direct taxes 4/ 2.6 3.7 3.4 2.0 1.0 0.8 0.8
indirect taxes on
domestic goods 7.3 9.1 10.8 14.1 18.0 20.9 21.0

Commodity tax 2.5 3.3 4.3 4.9 4.7 4.5 4*5
Business tax 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.9 2.4 2.6
Liquor tax 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.3 2.5 3.2 3.4
Monopoly profits 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.7 4.2 4.6 4.7
Others 0.9 1.3 2.0 4.1 4.7 6.2 5.8
Indirect taxes on
foreign goods 4.4 5.3 10.1 5.6 6.8 6.5 7.8

Foreign exchange taxVI. T .7 7.0 0.3 0.1 - -

Tariff 3.0 3.6 5.1 5.3 6.7 6.5 7.5
Others - - - - - - -

Total 16.6 24.0 27.3 25.9 32.4 36.2 39.7

2. Other Revenue 2.9 0.7 6.1 6.7 9.3 15.4 13.0

Current surplus of ,4,
Gov't enterprises 2'-O.1 -1.1 3.0 0.2 -0.9 3.3 1.8

Revenue of other ,
special accounts 1.9 1.0 1.9 2.4 5.7 1 14.4 1" 3.3 i'

Other revenue 1.1 0.8 1.2 4.1 4.5 7.7 4.9

3. Total Revenue 19.5 24.7 33.4 32.6 41.7 51.7 52.7

II. Current Expenditure

1. Administration 15.9 18.3 19.4 22.7 28.3 29.4 30.8
Defense 12.1T 13.7 1.3 1-.2 20.5 21.0 22.5
Justice & police 2.2 2.8 2.8 3.6 4.5 4.3 4.5
Others 1.3 1.8 2.3 2.9 3.3 4.1 3.8

2. Social Services 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.7 2.2 2.3
Rdinntion 0.3 7 . 0. 0. i .0 0.9 1.1
Health 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.3
Ohers 0.)1 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.9

(continued on next page)



Table XVill (continued)

9/' ,-/ , 3/
195o8 1959 1960 1961 19062 196 -)fOLL -

3. Economic Services 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.0
Agriculture 5. 0.7 0.7 0.9 -.- 0.6 '.7
Manufacturing, mining - - U.1 0.1 U.1 U.1 -

Other industry 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.6
Roads, waterways 0.1 0.1 - - ) ) )
Water supply, )0.1 )0.3 )0.2
sanitation '-0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 ) ) )

4. Transfer payments 8.9 10.0 10.7 14.4 17.1 19.7 19.2
Sccial security,
welfare 0.4 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.7 1.6 0.9
Pensions, payments
to war veterans 0.5 0.6 1.2 2.0 2.1 2.5 2.4

Grants to local Gov'ts5.2 7.5 7.5 8.2 9.6 11.5 11.7
Others 2.8 1.7 1.5 3.7 4.7 4.1 4.2

5. Total Current
Expenditure 26.8 30.4 32.7 39.8 48.7 53.0 53.9

8/
III.Capital Expenditure - 14.8 11.7 11.5 19.0 27.5 27.2 21.7

IV. Total Expenditure 41.6 42.1 4h.2 58.8 76.2 80.2 75.6

V. Surplus/Deficit -22.1 -17.4 -10.8 -26.2 -34.5 -28.6 -22.9

1/ Includes general and non-enterprise special accounts of the central government
as well as the current surplus and caital outlays of the following government
enterprises: transportation, communication, grain management, office of supply
and nostal life insurance and annuities.

9/ Thirr] -nnn1Tm.nt.qrv hniat.

hi/ Tnclhvp eurhintion qnr 1,qn incom tnyp which%prn transferred to local govern-
ments in 1962.

5/ Premium on foreign exchange sold by auction in 1958, 1959 and 1960.

6/ Includes excess of profit of monopoly enterprises over amount transferred to
gove-rnment ena ac counrntif andi innluddr iinriinr inrPe.. Alb*- includesp-
overall surplus or deficit resulting from transactions on grain management

7/
- Includes collections of fines from convicted illicit profiteers.

8/ Comprises direct capital expenditures as well as capital subscriptions and
loans.

Scurce: Economic Statistics Yearbook (BOK), Bank of Korea.; Economic Planning
Board.



Table XIX

Composition of Government Capital Expenditure'

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

I. Direct Capital
Expenditure

1. Administration ' 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.5 04. 0.6 1l

2. Social Services 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.7 20,7 101 !11
Education 0. 1.0 1.1 1.T 2.0 0.9 1.0
Health 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0,3 0.1 0.1
Others 0,2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.h 0.1 -

3. Economic Services 6.7 6.0 6.5 8.9 11,9 15.7 13.7
Agriculture 2.1 1.9 2.0 3.7 2,5 3.0 2,0
MininL - - 0.1 0.1 0.1 - -
Manufacturing 0.6 0.6 0.5 1.2 2.2 1.6 1.6
Other industry 0.8 0.6 1.3 0.6 0.8 2.3 2.4
Roads, waterways -1.3 0.9 0.7 1.2 2,0 1.9 ll
Water suniinnv- .,nitA-

tion 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 2.0 1.9 1.1
1ihrvr - 10 09 0-9 09 3.2 3.6 3.7

Communications 0.4 0.6 0.5 1.0 1.1 3.3 2.9

4. Others 0.3 - 0.2 - 0.2 - 0.2

5. Total 8.1 7.5 8.7 11.1 15.2 17.4 15.1

II. Loans, Advances,

. 0oci ServiUce n.a. n.a, n,a, 7o6 06

Agriculture 1.3 14.5 2.1 1
Z-Lecti-.Lu power- 0 -1 i 10 00,

Mining, manufacturing
construction 4)J1

Transportation, storage,
communications - ,2 v4 V

Others 0.3 0.7 1.3 0.7

3. Total 6.7 4.2 2.8 7.9 12.3 9.8 6.6

III. Total Capital
Expenditure 14.8 11.7 11.5 19.0 27,5 27,2 21,7

1/ Excludes outlays on grain management account for accumulation of inventory.

2/ Excludes capital expenditures for defense purposes whih are treated
current outlays.

Source: Economic Statistics Yearbook (BOK), Bank of Korea; Economic Planning Board.



Table XX

Government Deficit and Its Financing
(1ilion won)

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 196h

Revenue 19.5 24.7 33.4 32.6 41.7 51.6 52.7

Expenditure 41.6 L2.1 LJ.2 58 8 76.2 80.2 75.6

Deficit -22.1 -17.4 -10.8 -26.2 -34.5 -28.6 -22.9

Financing

Counterpart fund proceeds 17.1 12.9 13.6 20.7 25.3 25.9 22.0

Domestic Financing 5.0 4.5 - 2.8 5.5 902 2.7 0.9

Depreciation allowance of
government enterprise - - - 1.4 2.4 2.4 2.4

Bonds, bank credit, use of
cash balance (net) 5-0 4.5 - 2.8 4.1 6.8 0.3 - 1.5

Source: Economic Statistics Yearbook BOK.h Bank of Krea; Economic Planning
Mcaki,



Table XXI

-Rlance nf Pavments
-(million US ý)

9 193 l9Q9 1960 1961 1962 1963/

Ourrent coWut

Merchandise
'4Qrt 7.o 9.),å2k7 19-8 U.~9 40.9 5h-8 86.8

e to 1rces 2. 63.3 626 79.7 64.7 5B.3
Imports c.i.f. -u. c, -386.i -32-7 -3h2.6 -312.7 -h28.4 5h7.4

Commercial / -153.6 -. -920 -110.7 -118.9 20028 28.0
Aid- 101 R -319. 0 =210-7 -2341-Q -198 Q4-A 297- 6 gig.),

Trade Balance -27 1 -337 -219.6 -24U.1 -192.1 -2J -402
Otuher knurrent'U
Transport and insurance -2.1 -0.1 1.5 -0.6 1.8 1.3 2.0
Investment income 0.5 17 3.5 4.3 4.4 .9 2.7

Other invisibles -3.2 -0.3 -12.9 -18.9 -12.5 -7.5 -5.4
Private donations u1 22.8 17.2 196 2h,6 36. 52.0

Total .7 24,1 9.3 1 8.3 35.2 51.3

Current Balance -279.8 -313.2 -210.3 -242.7 -173.8 -253.7 -351.0

Capital Account
Private Capital
Direct investment - - - - - UO 40u

Long-term loans (net) 0./ -2.0 -. 9 _3_9
Total - - - 0.6 -2.0 -4.3 18.7

Official Capital
Grants (net) 5/ 194.2 314.2 214.9 243.1 223.6 209.9 226.9
Loans (net) - - 0.8 2.6 1.3 1.7 42.0

Total 194.2 314.2 215.7 245.7 224.9 211.6 268.9

Reduction in Net Assets 6f 85.7 -6.2 -5.2 -1.5 -47.5 50.0 64.1

Total Financing 279.9 308.0 210.5 244.8 175.4 257.3 351,7

Errors and Omissions -0.1 5.2 -0.2 -2.1 -1.6 -3.6 -0.7

Source: Balance of Payments Yearbook (I:F); International Financial Statistics (IMF)
information provided to the mission.

(Footnotes on next page)



Table XXI

7nnirnnP..qz

1/ Preliminary.

2 Consists of sales of goods and services, utility charges and sales of local
crrennyv n f'nlInT.TQ (in millinn ITA:.;*

LII *.Q A-I .IAq I..ACA

Utility charges 5.6 3.4 5.7
Woodn pus fo U7 7 0 lo-

To-170 7 A), '7 ffq

1 L)FUU -LY VL lyue L)fU_)

Commercial imports 81,0 97,2 103.2 177.2 233.7
Pri-Vate relief goods 805 8.0 12.0 12. 3 42.9
Goods purchased from US army - - - 2.0 -

Other imports without payment 3.0 6.4 4.1 10.0 12.1

of foreign exchange
Adjustments -1.1 -0.9 -0.4 -0.7 -0.7

Total 92.0 110.7 118.9 200.8 328.0

Includes down payments as negative items.

C{ onsists of US Government grants and other relief grants to the Korean Government
as well as trade credits and won liabilities arisLng out of the import of US
agricultural surplus commodities. Also includes counterpart funds used by US
Government and UNKR0A.

6/ Coverage is not identical with the data presented in Table XXII.



Table XXII

External Assetsl/
(million US )

",larch June

End of Period 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 196h 1964

Gross Assets
Bank of Korea 157.1 164.0 213.7 171.2 12b.2 131.6 125.5
Commercial Banks - - - 5.1 3.4 3.6 1.8

Total 157.1 164.0 213.7 176.3 131.6 135.2 127.6

Liabilities
Korea-Japan open acet. 44.2 -.1 414.2 49.4 42.4 44.2 49.6
Credit from US banks - - - - 10.0 10.0 10.0

De-osits, etc.E/ 14.1 9.0 4.0 6.3 7.6 7.5, , 4.9
Other short-term liabili- - - - - 24.1 19.0WL 14.3

tiesW
Total 5 . 147.2 77 84T 75.7 T 7

Net External Assets 98.8 110.9 165.5 120.6 47.5 56.5 48.8

Change in Net Assets 12.1 53.6 -L4.9 -73.1 9.0 -7.7

1/Koreals liquidity position, defined as determined by gross assets plus export
1p+.+prm nf Prprlit. ni+.z+.nHino minni rvPrIi+. f-rnm "q h_nk- rni+ +he
short-term liabilities and import at sight letters of credit (excluding those
financed hv AT. E+t including tho_ financed b,y -+h- feign sQocs ' 0 ia
follows (in million US Q):

june

1962 1963 1964
Gross Assets i7 - 131. A -1 077'
Export L/C's 29.6 15.6 42.4

C_U_ _;. ;' .LI I aC .J- t @U

Liabilities 6.3 41.7 29.2
T- -4- T IPt -7 ). O 7 1 o L

I U - VA/ 0 e-1 *L& /U* I @*4

Total 73.7 170.7 132.6

exchage deosits of the- GVUr-1!!Int- wiLthL Te BankIM of Korea are excluded.
Deposits covering the stabilization grant by the United States of US j20 million

- nn - -.-- --1--ces. .

Source: ionthly Statistical Review, Bank of Korea; information provided to the
mission.



Table ZAIII

Composition of Imports
(million ob )

Average

1957-1959 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Food 66.8 27.3 31.6 40.1 48.6 120.6
Dairy products 2.0 1.1 1.3 1.1 2.5 3.1
Cereals, cereal preparations 51.0 17.5 2006 30.2 40.1 107.2
Fruits, vegetables 0W 03 02 0.2 0.3 0.4
Sugar, preparations 8.7 7.6 8.8 8.3 4.5 4.7
Animal foodstuffs - - - - 0.1 4.2
Others 4.7 0.8 0.7 0.3 1.1 1.0

Beverage, Tobacco 3.9 - - - 0.1 0.3

Crude Materials 63.2 6203 68.5 63.3 89,7 107.1
Crude rubber 0 70 7.9
Pulp wood 8,4 6.5 8.1 7.4 02 o,4
Saw and veneer logs 8.4 6.5 8.1 7.4 16.8 20.7
Shaped wood 8.4 6.5 8.1 7.4 1.1 1.3
Pulp, waste paper 2.2 2.7 3.4 5.0 8.3 9.6
Textiles, fibers 0h.4 43.9 46.h 42.1 50.2 56.h
Crude fertilizers, minerals 0.7 0.3 0.6 0.5 1.7 3.7
Metalliferous ores, scrap 02 - - - L 48
Others 2.3 2.2 2.4 2.5 3.1 2,3

Mineral Fuels, etc. 39.6 38.2 23.0 27.4 30.6 34.4

Petroleum, petroleum products 2h.7 29.2 22.4 23.1 28,4 32.2

Animal, Vegetable Oils andlFats 2.5 2.5 2.5 3.9 3.9 4,8

Chemicals 71.5 68.7 76.1 61.7 94.3 80.0

Dyeing, tanning materials 3,2 3.7 3.4 4.0 5.3 3,7
Meicl pharmace~~~utia prdut 5 .0 4@J 3.4 5.2 5.J L40.5

Essential oil, perfumes 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.1
ertilizers 51.0 48.0 55o4 4U.3 U e 4UoL)
Plastic materials 3.2 3.1 3.7 3.3 4.7 5.4
Ouers 4.3 5.0 4.4 2.3 3.5 Wu

Nanufactured Goods 498 38.1 4.u 39.5 73.1 88.3
Rubber manufactures 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.9
Paper, paperboard 10.8 7.1 7.7 4.5 3.6 2.3
Textile yarn, fabrics 1.9 15.8 18.1 18.8 28.8 29.5
Cement 4.3 1.1 1,1 1.5 3.6 5.2
Glass, glassware 0.9 01 1.1 0.5 0.5 0.4
iron, steel products 12,1 8.7 11.6 7.8 21.8 32.5
Non-ferous metals 3.4 3.4 3.1 3.3 7.6 8.5
Manufactures of metal 1.6 1.1 3.0 1.0 4.9 7.7
Others 1.4 0.7 1.2 1.2 2.0 1.3

(continued on next page)



(Table XXIII continued)

Average
1957-1959 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Machinery, Transport Equipment 4o.3 41.8 4o.1 42.h 69.8 115.6
Power generating machinery WI 1.2 2.1 .9 19
Agricultural machinery 0. 0.1 - 0.1 0.7 0.5
Metal washing machinery 1.6 1.7 09 1.8 10 2.5
Textile and leather machinery 6.2 6.2 5.8 4.7 8.1 9.5
Machines for special industries 224 169 3NO 30 7 66
Machinery, appliances,

0 on e + ti aC 1) 1o6 7*8 12 27.0

Electric power machinery, switch
gear 2.2 2.2 1.8 8.3 80 10

Equipment forElectric power

Telecommunication equipment 1.9 1.2 1.7 2.1 12.3 3.4
vOnher electrical machiuery 5a5 5o4 6e5 7*0 6*4 5.5
Railway vehicles 4.4 0.5 0.1 0.3 3.0 19.3
Road motor vehicles 1.3 0.2 oJ 0.1 3.1 77
Ships and boats 2.6 6.1 0.8 0.4 0.3 3.6
Other transport equipment 0.1 0.2 0.2 . 0.2 07

liscellaneous IMnufactures 9,2 6o36.0 A 10.2 8.0
Sanitary, heating, lighting
fixtures 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.u 0.3

Clothing 2.3 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3
Professional, scientific equip-
ment 4.0 3.9 3.9 3.6 6.4 4.8
Musical instruments, etc. 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.9 0.
Printed matter 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 1.1 1.1
Others 1.5 0.9 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.0

Not Classifiable 27.9 18.6 48.7 32.1 1.5 1,2

Total Imports 374.7 303.3 343.5 316.1 421.8 560.3
Of which: Grant aid 298. 210.7 231.9 196.8 218*5 2.32.

Foreign loans 0.2 0.6 2.4 1.1 4.5 52.1
Commercial 58.9 81.0 97.2 103.1 178.9 232.7
Relief goods 17.0 11.5 12.0 15.1 12.3 22.5
Others 17.0 11.5 12.0 15.1 7.6 20.4

Source: External Trade Statistics (BOK); Economic Statistics Yearbook



Table XXIV

Composition of Exports
(million US )

Average

1957-1959 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963

Food 3.3 4.1 9.7 8.9 21.8 17.8
Live animals - 0.1 0.7 2.5 1.5 3.7
Fish, fish preparations 1.9 1.2 2.7 4.0 8.3 9.1
Cereals, cereal preparations 0.3 0.8 3.8 0.5 9.0 1.3
Others 1.1 2.0 2.5 1.9 3.0 3.7

Beverages, Tobacco 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.3

Crude Haterials 12.4 11.7 15.8 21.0 19.4 26.4
Silk 1.1 1.0 1.3 3.1 4.4 -.3
Crude minerals 2.4 1.8 2.5 3.0 2.7 3.0
Iron ore 2.2 2.2 2.5 4.3 3.8 5.9
Tengsten ore, concentrates 3.0 3.4 4.7 4.5 3.4 3.1
Bristles 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.0 2.0
Agar-Agar 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.3 1.7
Seaweed 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.7
Others 2.4 1.7 2.5 3.5 2.4 4.7

Mineral Fuels, etc. 0.3 0.7 1.1 2.2 2.8 2.6

Animal, Vy7etable Oils and Fats 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
Chemicals - 0.1 0.4 0.6 1.0 0.9

MinufacturPH gqqHq 26 21 3.9 3.0 6e2 28.1
Veneer sheets, plywood -- - 1.2 2.3 .3
Textile yarn, thread 0. - - - 0.1 1.3

Textile fabrics 0.9 1.4 2.4 0.9 2.1 6.0
iron and steel products - - - - 0.6 11.7
Others 1.4 0.7 1.5 1.9 1.1 2.8

1!achinery, Transport Equipment - - 0.1 0.9 1.4 4.1
M~.lainery, ote than4 e±~I lectic - - .j l.

Electrical machinery - - - 0.1 0.7

Others - - 0.1 0.9 0.7 0.2

Miscellaneous Manufactures 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 2.0 6.4
Clothng lei

Footwear - - - - 0.2 0.7
Oter Al3 0.1 0. .17 1A

No Claifiable 0.2 01.. 1J.0 nJ. n . ( .

~~T4.~u n1 el~ Al1 A0

Toual Exports 0.)l oy.d Dn.u Wu.7 D4.u o6.

of which: Good processed in
bond n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 1.0 4.9

Source: External Trade Statistics (BOK); Economic Statistics Yearbook.


